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.VIETNAM MORATORIUM GETS UNDERWAY TODAY
Kentucky Senators, Cooper Medals Are
And Cook, Voice Approval Presented To
Joyce Sholar

Millions — From Congress To
Campus — Join In War Protest

Kentucky Gov. Louie B. Nunn, the U. S. in Vietnam. Cook's
a Republican, says he believes counterpart,
Sherman
John
problems like the Nvin. in Viet- Cooper endorsed the anti-Vietnam should be left to "those name activities because "peopeople who have all the infor- ple have the right to let their
mation," while many of the government know how they feel
Fate's students join a nation- about the war."
wide moratorium today to show
Numn said he wouldn't be par
their disapproval of the war. ticipating in the moratorium to.
Meanwhile, the state's two Re- day, which centers on a day.
publican U. S. senators have long work stoppage on college
voiced approval--with reserva- campuses across the country.
tions—of the demenstrationt
Meanwhile, almost all of the
Sera. Marlow Cook said he fa,
vors the moratorium "as a time (Continued on Page Fourteen)
for reflecUon on the role of

vs.

oo

By United Press International
The Vietnam moratorium—
expected to be the greatest
demonstration for peace in the
history of the United States—
began today.
From Congress to campus,
millions of Americans demon-

started their displeasure with
their nation's participation 112
the Vietnam war—a war which
claimed nearly 40,000 American
lives, but recently was in a
ground-action lull.
The demonstrations, begun as
a campus project, spread to
cities and towns, nonpolitical
and nonstudent organizations,
churches and the U. S. Congress.

The Bronze Star medal and
Purple Heart have been posthumously awarded to the wife
of a Murray Army pilot killed
in Vietnam.
Mrs. Joyce B. Sholar received the awards for her husband,
Warrant Officer Edward F. Sholar. WO Sholar was fatally
wounded June 4, 1969, when
See Editorial
his aircraft was shot down and
"Moratorium A Disgrace"
crashed while he was on a combat operation.
U. S. House members supportMrs. Sholar was presented
ing the antiwar protest tired to
the awards in the home of her
hold an all-night session Tuesparents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
night, but adjourned after
day
kickthe
Barnes of Star Route, Mayfield.
Richard Farrell, chairman of the Murray Civic Music Association speaks at
hours of debate on the
four
Col. Eff W. Birdsong, Professor
off dinner hold by the association as the 1969 drive gets underway. From left to right
A School of Religion sponsor- war. After hearing various proForrest,
Gaylord
Mrs.
Farrell,
at
Or.
Martin
Murray
Mattingly,
Science
Sparks,
of
Military
Harry
Congregations
Father
at
are
table
the
ed by six Murray
-ramily night" will be held
posals for leaving South Vietand Mayor Holmes Ellis. John C. Winter Is st the left.
will begin next Sunday night at nam, a quorum was called. The
on Thursday night when the State University made the pre6:30 in First United Methodist House adjourned.
University School P.T.A. holds sentation.
WO Sholar was cited for
Church Four courses will be
its first meeting of the school
Sends Letter
"Distinguishing himself by outoffered to adults for six con
)tier.
Although President Nixon
secutive Sunday evenings, from twice said he would in no way
A potluck dinner is schedul- standing meritorious service in
6:30 to 8:00. One course will be affected by the demonstraA Skunk run over this morning ed for 6:30 p.m. in the new connection with ground operaUnited Press International
be offered to Senior High stu- tion, Vice President Spiro T.
on Main between Seventh and school cafeteria, to be followed tions against a hostile force in
dents. Junior Highs will have a Agnew called on leaders of the
by open house. Membership the Republic of Vietnam."
Eighth.
toClear and a little warmer
different study topic each even. moratorium to repudiate Hanchairman, Mrs. Larry Suffill, "He was quick to grasp the day and tonight Thursday partTwo small greenish Warblers in will be present during the even- implications of new problems ly cloudy and a little warmer
oi's support. North Vietnamese
The Murray Civic Music As- Jones, Dr. and Mrs. James ing.•
The classes, for which there Premier Phi= Van Dong adthe Twin Post Oak late yester- ing to accept P.T.A. member- (Continued on Pees Fourteen) with slight chance of showers sociation annual membership Kline, Mrs. A. Kopperud, Mrs.
"Current
include:
no charge,
day evening. Probably on their ships, and magazine chairman,
dressed a letter "to American
in afternoon or evening. High campaign is now underway and James Lassiter. Mrs. A. L. Lind- is
Issues Related to Christianity," friends" saying, "may your fall
Mrs. Arvin Craton, will take
way south.
today in the 50s and low 60s. will terminate this Friday, Octo- sey, Mrs. C. C. Lowry, Fr. MarAnd Devotional Life,' offensive succeed splendidly."
subscriptions to the P.T A.
Low tonight in the upper 30s ber 17 at 6 p.m. Memberships tin Mattingly, Mrs. Neale B. "Prayer
Dialogue," and "PreMrs. Roy Folsom calls to my Magazine.
Agnew said the letter was "a
to the mid 40s. High Thursday for the 1969-70 season will not Mason, Mrs. Robert 0. Miller, "Christian
Christian
In
Trends
sent
a strange bird was in her back
Arrangements for the dinner
date.
this
Leon
Mrs.
Miller,
after
705.
shocking intrusion into the afbe
low
Professor
avanabte
and
60s
upper
in the
yard. We tried to go by and are being made by the bowie
fairs of the American people
Mrs Gaylord Forrest, Cam- Henry McKenzie, Mrs. Bill Nall, ThoughL"
The Senior Citizens Club has Probability of rain Thursday 20
"Current Issues Related To by an enemy power."
take a look at it, but the time ality committee, Mrs. Harold planned a boat trip for Friday, per cent. Friday fair and cooler. paign Chairman, reported that Mrs. Don Overby, Mrs. W. J.
be an examnever came when we could Robertson, chairman, and Uni- October 17, on Kentucky Lake.
membership sales are ahead of Pittman, Mrs. William Porter, Christianity" will
The moratorium's leaders —
of some of the problems Sam Brown and David Hawk—
ination
shake loose. Darkish, speckled versity School Director, Vernon
7
354.5,
m.
Lake,
a.
Kentucky
she
and
R
time
L.
this
Mrs.
at
John
QuerPutnam.
the
year
at
last
meet
will
Members
(War,
breast, topknot, long bill, short Shown. The P.T.A. president is Community Center on Ellis down 0.6; below darn 301.7, is optimistic that the campaign (Continued on Page Fourteen) and crises around us
quickly replied, saying, "It is
Race, Youth, Science, Change, regrettable that the administralegs, size of a crow. Sounded Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger.
will be the most successful ever
Drive to go to the Kenlake down 0.5, no gates open.
Morality, etc.) and in the light tion would seize this straw in
like some kind of water bird.
Berkley Lake, 7 a. in. 354.3, held in Murray. Season mem'Park pavillion for a sack lunch
the Christian faith explore an attempt to discredit the paof
dam
below
0.8;
3()4.4,
up
down
Sorry we did not get to see it.
adults,
for
$10.00
are
berships
to
is
bring.
each
God may be trying to ac- triotism of those millions of
what
12.
for
$25.00
students,
The boat trip will follow the
400 for
in our times, or call- Americans who sincerely desire
complish
s5 to see the tau end of
sunet
6:20.
Sunrise
7:04;
:may
they
funily, plan and
lunch. A14 members are urged
ing upon us to accomplish in
National Geographic spec.
Moon sets 8:55 p. in.
be obtained at the Bank of
to attend.
our own lives, a spokesman
last night. As usual we forMurray or by calling 753-3327.
From coast to coast, f r o in
said.
got it. Jack called to remind
They may be obtained by Con-"Prayer And Devotional Life" (Continued on Papa Fourteen)
us We really enjoy specials like
tacting one of the approximateDr. and Mrs. J. B. Dover t.tt
will be a study of methods, rely ninety volunteers participat(Continued on Page Fourteen) Hazel have just returned from
sources and opportunities for a
ing in the drive.
attending a three day session
deepened personal experience
Mrs. Ewen Allbritten, Mrs.
of the 53rd Annual Educational
of prayer and devotions,.
Mrs. Clegg
James
Allbritten,
Symposium and business meet"Christian Dialogue" is inAustin, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
ing of the Kentucky Association
tended to provide first-hand
Roar, Mrs. Hank Bannon, Mrs.
of Chiropractors.
A large group of taxpayers County — Bob Boyd, Albert Bill Barker, Mrs Sam Bell,
practical experience in learning
The meeting on October 9, has strong opposition to the tax Noles, and Rollie A. Lovett;
Mrs.
Karen
Cathy
Birchfield,
(Continued on Page Fourteen)
10, and 11 was held at the program and policies of the McCracken — Carlton Drafter.,
ChristophMaurice
Boyd,
Mrs.
Ted
Wilkins.
Phoenix Hotel in Lexington.
present board of directors of Jack Reed, Estel
Mrs. Minnie Gaebel, mother
er, Mrs. Larry Clark, Mr. and
On October 10, Mrs. Dover the Clarks River Water Shed (Continued on Papa Fourteen)
of Mrs. Justice W. Stuart of
Mrs.
Ed
Darnall,
Mrs.
Josiah
attended the Early Bird Break- District and has presented a
Murray, passed away Tuesday
Diuguid, Mrs. Sid Easley, Larfast.
slate of candidates to fill the
at the Murray-Calloway County
ry Edmonds, Mr. and Mrs. Daand
Dr.
On Friday evening
positions on the board.
Hospital. She was 83 years of
vid Elliot. Mrs. Paul Engle,
Mrs. Dover attended the State
The group said that "we beage.
Mrs.
Richard
Fairless,
Mrs.
Sue
The regular quarterly meet- Physical Fitness and Posture lieve the greater majority of
The deceased had been livFarrell, Mrs. Eugene Flood,
Gary Pugh, co-chairman for ing here with her daughter
ing of the Directors of the Cal- Pageant. Elected as queen was the Water Shed taxpayers on
Mrs. Eurie Garland, Miss Marloway County Red Cross Chap- Miss Bobbie Kouns from Ash- the Clarks River are unhappy
the Murray Lions Club Annual whose husband is the manages
tha Guier, Mrs. Harold Gish,
Light Bulb Sale, gave final of the A and P Store here.
ter met at the courthoten Tues- land, who will enter the World with the tax program that
Mr. and Mrs. Mark D. Parker
day, October 14, with Chairman Posture Pageant in 1W70. Two serves a small per cent of the will observe their golden wedd- Miss Vivian Hale, Mrs. James
plans for the event at the re- Survivors are four daughtHarlan Hodges, Mrs.
gular meeting of the club last ers, Mrs. Stuart of Murray, Mrs.
Lester Nanny presiding.
freshmen entering from Mur- tax payers at the expense of ing anniversary during an open Hart, Mrs.
Lax
L.
Terry
I. Hosick, Mrs. Hal Houston,
night. Pugh said that he and Rose Taylor of Bloomington,
Reports from the offices of ray State University were Miss the majority. The opposition house at their home, 700 Mea
Secretary Ruth Cole and Trea- Vicki McDermott from Benton, slate is committed to eliminate dow Lane, on Sunday, October Rudolph Howard.
recently was Bailey Gore, chairman of the Calif., Mrs. Lillian Speer of
Lax
L.
Terry
surer Sid Easley were given. who was second alternate and the tax program and reduce the 19, between the hours of two Mrs. J. T. Irvan, Mrs. Conrad promoted to Special Five while sale, have 94 cases of bulbs Wayne, Mich., and Mrs. Irene
Mrs. Jean Blankenship, Execu- Miss Janet Duncan from May- uncalled for spending on the and four p.m. All friends and
serving as an electronics tech- to be sold.
Thompson of Princeton; two
:ive Secretary, reported on the field.
nician with the 245th Surveill- The sale is to be held on eons, Wesley Gaebel of Bradenwatershed program".
relatives are invited to attend.
and
28
October
night,
the
by
Tuesday
nilitary cases handled
On Saturday morning Mrs.
The opposition slate is as folance Aircraft Company located
The Parkers were married
ton, Fla., and Melvin Goebel of
rthapter and gave a progress re- Dover attended the auxiliary lows: Graves County — Joe October 19, 1919 at the bride's
at the Marble Mountain Air the Lions will canvass the city Hollywoocl, Fla.
selling the bulbs. ATO fraterport of the various services. business meeting where the out- Green, Rubel Green, Charlie home with Bro. Mac Pool ofFacility, Da Nang.
Funeral services will be held
She announced that the Christ- going president, Mrs. L. H. Thomas, Joe Nance and J. R. ficiating. Their attendants were
Lax, son of E. H. Lax, Jr., nity at Murray State will assist Friday at the St. Lucas United
Flood,
ATO
Eugene
the
Lions.
been
had
mas "ditty bag" quota
Sharp presented her with a "Pete" Barley; Calloway Coun- Mrs. Vera Falwell of Murray
Church of Christ, Fort Branch,
1304 Overbey, and Katherine
successfully met, and that 200 charm as recognition. of her ty — Hermon Roach, Freemen Route Six, Mrs. Eva Cannon,
Lax, Chestnut Street, has been sponsor, said the fraternity Ind., with interment in the St.
of these had been shipped f)r being historian under presiden- Willoughby, William Adams, 1004 Poplar Street, Murray, and
in Vietnam since the latter part members were excited about the Lucas Cemetery with the arsale and were pleased to help rangements by the laib Funerservicemen in Viet Nam. Other tial term; also having won first irsoh Walston, W. P. West, Leon the late Mr. Bonnie Parker and
of April 1969.
plans for the military hospital place, last year, on the auxiliary Chambers, Osro Butterworth Mr. Early Douglas.
al Home, Fort Branch, Ind.
His wife, Mitzi Cook Lax, is in this project.
Co-chairman Pugh said proThe J. H. Churchill Funeral
and Cecil Thurmonci; Marshall
(Continued on Pees Fourteen) scrap book.
Mrs. Parker is the former
The Silver Star. the nation's residing with her parents while
Tamson Hale, daughter of the third highest award for hero- her husband is serving his tour ceeds from the sale would be Home was in charge of the lo(Continued on Page Fourteen) cal arrangements.
Late Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hale of ism, has been presented to Ma- of duty in Vietnam.
Murray and Mr. Parker is the jor Earl C. Horan, Assistant
son of the late Mr. and WI. Professor of Military Science at
George D. Parker of Murray Murray State University.
Major Horan won the medal
Route Six.
Their children are Daniel E. while serving as a Provincial
Parker of Whittier, California, Reconnaissance Unit Advisor in
By Leslie R. Putnam
a little cabin nestled close to meat market; the church and Nancy Harrell of Henderson, Vietnam, June 29, 1969.
Major Horan earned the aKy., Voris W. Parker of Oak
It was the year 1910. I had the foot-hills of the Rockies. It the school.
The round-house was there Grove, Ky., and Bobby Parker ward while accompaning a
just graduated from college was a small village — no side
with degrees in both music and walks; no electric lights, three also with plenty of freights and of Murray. They have twelve farce of reconnaissance troops
who entered an area searching
science. I had signed a contract saloons, one general store; one tramps to make the life more grandchildren.
complex and interesting. Sevfor reported enemy concentratravel with an Evangelist
t1
c
(
eral coal mines were around
tions.
a a friend wrote me conabout the village. The people
"He established his unit in
ing a position in a small
an attack position and led them
were friendly, loyal to the
urch college in the West. I
in an assault which hit a numalways wanted to teach in
church, always willing to help
church college so as to comprober of widely scattered suspectStyle
Country
Music
A
in time of need. A few rather
ed enemy positions. Major Hobine my teaching with t h e gram will be presented at the well-to-do farmers cultivated
ran immediately came under
church and the conference. Lynn Grove School on Saturday, the land along the little mounintense enemy small arms and
This desire was fulfilled and October 18, at 7:30 p.m. spon- tain stream and had herds of
fire, but
after a few months my bride sored by the PTA.
cattle rangeing in the hills.
Tar Lamb of Kirksey Route automatic weapons
My first church service was One reported to Sheriff Fannie continued to lead the assault
The program will feature the
and I were on our way to the
great West.
Rhythm Ramblers, Three Ts unusual. Just as I was complet- Stubblefield this morning that until the enemy began to withThe first year we lived in Plus 1, Erwin Mardis & Blue ing my sermon, a young man two tool bows were stolen draw from the contact area.
the city. I taught in the college Grass Boys, and Kentucky arose from the audience and from his truck parked at his "Major Horan then reorganized his unit, coordinated their
and was Director of Music in a Drifters.
walked up into the pulpit. He home.
attack with'other units and perlarge Methodist Church. HowThe admission will be 25 and raid. "I am that Jesus that was
mechanOne box contained
led them in a pursuit of
sonally
stand
concession
he
am
The
who
I
suffercents.
50
crucified.
fillic's tools and the other was
ever, owing to limited income
During the pursuit,
enemy.
the
will be open.
ed on the cross." Quick think- ed with carpenter's tools.
Major
ing led me to say. "We are
Murray a friendly soldier near
for the college and inadequate
Bobby
Coles of
hit by enemy mawas
Horan
glad you are here. Please per- Route
Plain
salaries, some professors were
Green
Five,
mit me to close the service Church Road, said that two chine gun fire
NOW YOU KNOW
put out on nearby cricuits. I
"Major Horan immediately
vilthen you may speak." He sat ponies have disappeared fcsi
was assigned to a nearby
himself to the hostile
lage so that I could commute to by United Press International down in the large chair behind his place. Any one having in- exposed
with complete disreand
fire,
and
persons
a
college
was
the
Earl Horan, son of Malor Earl C. Horan, is admiring his father's Sliver Star while the
There
60,000
profound
me.
silin
is
Approximately
teaching
them
my
formation regarding
his personal safety, htslorn wife, Leiser, and Colonel Elf W. Birdsong, Professor of Military Science at Murfor
gard
of
needs
of
earthquake
that,
learned
I
he
the
ence.
was
to
died in the great
also minister
asked to call Mr. Coles (pr the
ray State University, look on.
IC
the people So we moved into 1775 in Lisbon. Portugal.
inued on Page Fourteen)
(Continued on Page TAO
office of the sheriff.
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School Of
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Start Sunday

Family Night Will
Be Held Thursday
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Terry L. Lax Is
Recently Promoted
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Attend Meeting
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Of Red Cross
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"I Can't Do This Alone" Is Cry In The
Night, Then The Psalms Pointed The Way
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Country Music Show
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Tools Are 0
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munist party chief.
executed for World War
--crimes.
A thought for the daj,
In 1964 Soviet Premier Nikita
was ousted by Euripides said, "In case of
Khrushchev
Today is Wednesday, Oct. 15, Kremlin leaders an replaced dissension, never dare to judge
the 288th day of 169, with 77 to by Alexei Kosygin as premier till you've heard the other
follow.
and Leonid Breztinev as Com- side."
The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
are
stars
morning
The
Wercury, Venus, Jupiter and
Saturn.
The evening star is Mars.
On this clay in history:
In 1917 World War l's most
:SENTS
.
1•10101 111 0
famous spy, Gertrude Zelle,
known as Mata Hari, was
executed by a firing squad
outside Paris.
French
former
1945
In
Premier Pierre Laval was
FOIIIS
his
betraying
executed for
Germany
Nazi
to
country
during World War II. He also
D
CC14.,..2A
riNIsou
toc
EC
To
Eopti
iON
faced a firing squad.
SUPER PA_NA,..rvTi€Scl
In 1946 Nazi Reichmarshall ratt
com m itted
Goering
Herman
. .
suicide by taking poison a day
before he was to have been
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MORATORIUM A DISGRACE

10'

W

E are opposed to the so called Moratorium on the Viet Narn
War.
We believe that it gives aid and comfort to the enemy.
We believe that it gives the impression to the enemy that the
United States is a divided nation.
We believe that it bears out the hope of Ho Chi Minh that
the United States will tire of the war before Hanoi does.
We deplore the war. We want our young men back home.
However, there is a right way and a wrong way to end the
We admit the Viet Nam question is one of the most complex
in our history. We had a president Who committed American
troops without the vote of Congress. This committment became
in a foreign nation.
greater_ until
_ over 500.000 men are in arms
to get behind Presiis
war
this
end
We believe the way to
honorable efforts
his
of
support
full
our
dent Nixon and pledie
States got into
United
the
how
of
Regardless
war.
to end the
this mess, we must extricate ourselves in an honorable way.
Over 138,000 Americans have been killed in this unfortunate con-
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Cal Alley in the Commercial lOppeal
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KIM
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a Tomos rancor
thorsty for bounty money
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Of AMERICAN FRONTIER STOW,
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TIM TEAR•
11141,1 Iirls..U0

*sour on

Miss Rubie Smith was named as president of the FDEA at the
56th annual session held yesterday at Murray State College.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Minnie Lee Lassiter of Murray,
age 68, and Mrs. Sallie Crews of San Jose, Calif., sister of Mrs.
C. H. Bradley of Murray.
Mesdames Myrtle Wall, Garnett Jones, R. H. Thurman, Ronald
Churchill, J. A. Outland, A. B. Dunn, Max Churchill, Ruth Blackwood, Mary Allbritten, Misses Beth Sexton, Doris Rowland, Rachel
Rowland, and Tennie Breckenridge attended the fall round up of
Districts I and II of She Business and Professional Women's Club
at Mammoth Cave,
The Murray High Tigers lost M Bowling Green 20-0 last night in
football.
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COMING SUNDAY. *
-GOODBYE COLUMBUS-

OLIVER MICHAEL J.
REED POLLARD

HANNIBAL Bible Thoughtfor Today
BROOKS"
Irr• ArIrsIs

/
511

Arise, 0 Lord; 0 God, lift up thine-hand: forget not the humble. Psalm 10:12.
How often we cry to God VI' a tion because it would be easier
to believe,in God if He would ds something.

31c

59C
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Steaks
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Quotes From The News

and a owl
'toll wet bohond the oars
who clodn tram what they were

,

THRIFTY

1

- mption I thought of Satan
and profound, as if one werekje
surrendering a long time love shaking his ugly; fists at holiAll I could do now was to make nets, goodness, virtue and honhim as comfortable as possible.lesty. I pictured poor" man in
Then came a period of quiet- the midst. Then my mind turn(Continued From Page 1)
John said, "I think I can ed to the people down in the
'ness.
mentally ill. His mother had
men in combat in Vietnam.
and do my morning valley to whom I must be teaoassed away some years ago go now
But the quiet was of cher, preacher and counselor—
and an aged father had assum- work".
had sometime nurse and doctor —
duration. John
ed the responsibility of his short
left the house when I the answer to all their needs—
scarcely
care.
disturbing noise in the and I cried out, "Oh God! I
I soon learned that I had to heard a
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
pulled the cur- can't do this alone!"
do more for the people than son's room. I
in, and the
looked
aside,
tain
Standing upon a flat rock, I
night
the
preach. One night
rse.
to
trying
was
man
young
across to the hills. They
looked
watchman came to our door
rugged, stalwart and
He shook his fists at me ascl
SAIGON - Leo L. Dorsey, 28, a civilian worker in Vietnam, and said, "There is an old man looked at me with an ugly; were so
strong. I remembered that Jesill.
very
is
who
gesture:
hills
the
in
up
day
a
as
moratorium
petition
',reading a
threatening gesture. I looked us went up into the mountain
"As millions of Americans today express their opposition The frienils have asked for you
at him, then to the old father and taught the people. The
"I
to the war in Vietnam, we who work here wish to acid our voices to come and care for him."
growing weaker. That mourn- words of Psalm 121 came to my
to theirs. We say this war must stop, We call for the immediate will go", I said. Old Major, the ful moan was more disanct. I
mind:
unhound
wn
reddish-bro
big,
withdrawal of all American troops."
rear door. Jain was "I will lift up mine eyes understood what I said and im- ran to the
I
distance.
to the hills, from whence
mediately came into the room still within hearing
WASHINGTON - Vice President Spiro Agnew, asking leaders and laid down near my young cried, "Oh, John, you tis,1 have cometh my help. My help
of the moratorium to repudiate Hanoi's support for what North wife's bed. He had been train- to come back. I can't do this cometh from the Lord, which
made heaven and earth."
Viet Premier Pham Van Dung called the "fall offensive," Agnew ed to protect a woman and knew
The words of the 91st Psalm
that she would not be afraid if There was little more or me
said it was:
to do and as the morning hours came back with a new meaning:
"A shocking intrusion into the affairs of the American people he were near.
As I walked up the rocky ra- passed, other helpers came and -He that dwelleth in t he
by an enemy power."
vine, I wondeerd who was in I started homeward. As I enter- secret place of the most
need of care. But as I reached ed the ravine, the sun was push- High shall abide under the
the crest of the ridge, I re- ing its forehead just above the shadow of the Almighty."
WASHINGTON - Moratorium leaders Sam Brown and David cognized the cabin of the aged Eastern peaks. The chirp of the
I quoted the entire Psalm. A
Hawk rebutting Agnew:
father of the ill young man. birds; the chuck, chuck of the new confidence possessed me.
"It is regrettable that the administration would seize this Upon entering the cabin, I met. woodchuck; the beauty of the My faith was renewed.
straw in an attempt to discredit the patriotism of those millions John, a relative, who was at- hills possessed my being. "What
The balance of the journey
of Americans who sincerely desire peace."
tending the young man. I turn- a beautiful world!" I said. Then down the ravine was easier. As
ed my attention to the old my night's experience took I opened our cabin door, old
father. He was not aware of ,hold. It seemed symbols of Major looked up and went at
NEW YORK - William J. Vanden Eieuvel, a sponsor of the my presence but I bathed hisIman's earthly condition I once to his own quarters. He
forehead; checked the pulse; stopped. I thought of God. the had been faithful to his task
moratorium march down Wall Street today:
Heavenly Father yearning for and I lay down in peace for a
"Everybody expects the students, liberals and dissenters to observed his breathing and turn
humanity so much that He gave brief rest.
march. But when prominent businessmen, financiers and lawyers ed his body into a more rest. His
Only Son for man's restand up publicly and identify with opposition to the war it is ful position. The son lay on a
pallet in an adjoining room
something no government can ignore."
separated by a thin curtain. The
old father, altho in a coma, utLEDGER & TIMES FILE
tered a low, mournful sound as
if attempting to speak. As the
night passeo, the father grew
The first annual Callowa; ouniy 4:41-Fair will be held at the
weaker and the son more difstadium on the campus of Murray State College on October
football
ficult to control. The weird
moan kept repeating itself. It 17.
Kavanaugh's IGA Focslliner opens this week in Murray in the old
seemed to me that the father
of the Kroger Store on West Main Street.
location
was expressing a subconscious
The Murray College High School Band will be "stepping out" in
yearning in 'oehalf of the son.
It was an unusual concern, deep new band uniforms before the current school season is over.
Gail Treas, Donna Stone, Julia Key, Linda Darnell, Janice
Perry, Sandra Belcher, Bet) Jones, Frances Arnold, Mary Bazzell, Judy Simmons, Patricia Bazzell, Frederica Wilkerson, Janice
PRODUCTION
Watson, Sheila Smith, and }Cady Dick are new members of the
I 1,14, T II EAT R E
Kirksey School FHA chapter.
Vile*
;
-SS
*ENDS TONITE*
"THE SWEET BODY
The strangest trio
OF DEBORAH"
ever to track a killer.
A Morton,ono-arid
U S rnorshol who nava,knew
a dry day on hos Iota

4404

f .) jg NI

SO.

HAL WALLIS'

6111101IT DMA!
MCI suanfr
111110EENNAll GOLD

4130 d

flict. We must honor them with an honorable settlement.
Their lives must not have been spent in vain.
With no war having been declared, we believe that citizens
have the right to peacefully demonstrate against the war, but
we believe that they are showing the utmost immaturity in doing
The way to demonstrate is with communication to the nation's gOngress which alone has tiles-power • to declare war.
Whether congress comes to the right conclusion or the wrong
conelusion, it is their decision.
We deplore this moratorium because it gives aid and comfort to the enemy and heartache to the good American young
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SERIES FACTS
AND FIGURES

Kentuckky Picked 20 Point North Dakota
Underdog To LSU's Tigers State Remains
First In Poll

NEW tuttK (UPI)—Facts
and figures on the World
Series:
Teams: New York
Mets
(National League) vs. Baltimore Orioles (A merican
By STEVE SMILAN1CH
League).
over William & Mary, Memphis
Length of Series: Best of
UPI Sports Writer
State by six over Miami (Fla.),
seven games.
Duke by seven over Maryland.
Results: First game: BaltiBy WILLIAM VERIGAN
NEW YORK (UPI) — Joe
The Midwest
more 4, New York 1. Second
Theismann was an unknown a
UPI Sports Writer
Notre Dame 28, USC 21—Joe
game: New York 2, Baltimore
year ago when the sophomore Theismann and Jimmy Jones
1. Third game: New York 5,
NEW YORK (UPI)—North
quarterback for Notre Dame involved in aerial duel but
got his first starting assign- beefy Irish line will make Dakota State, which has five Baltimore 0.
Schedule: Fourth and fifth
straight victories this year and
ment against the Southern difference.
California Trojans and 0. J.
shows no sign of letting up, games, Wednesday and ThursOhio State 45, Minnesota 14— remains comfortably atop the day at New York; Sixth and TROPHY TIME — Winners Friday, October 10, of the 5th annual
Simpson.
Murray State University invitational Tournament at The Oaks
Theismann, who started for Top-ranked Buckeyes continue nation's small college football seventh games, if necessary, and Calloway Country Clubs with a team score of 590, the Midde
Tennessee State University golfers line up to receive their
Injured Terry Hanratty, guided to steamroller the opposition er rankings this week, as voted by Saturday and Sunday at Balti- championship trophy from Murray State Golf
Coach Buddy Hewitt, far right. Left to right, pictured are: Jimmy Atkins,
Gerry
United Press International's 35- more.
the Irish to a 21-21 tie a year route to another Big 10 title.
Risberg, Steve Head, Jeff Riley, Art Kraft, Mike Whiteside and Dr.
Elbert Patty, the Middle Tennessee coach. Riley was the
Odds: Orioles favored to win
Also: Cincinnati by eight over man Board of Coaches.
ago. But don't look for a
medalist for the 35-hole event with a one-under-par 143, while Whiteside
was second with 145. The Austin Peay State University
Mets learn finished
game, 11-10;
The Bison overwhelmed Au- fourth
deadlock Saturday. Theismann Wichita, Dayton by seven over
second with a score of 609, followed by Tennessee Tech with 611, Murray
with 615, Murray freshmen with 619 and
62-14, last Saturday, favored to win series, 3-2.
and the 10th-ranked Irish should Northern Illinois, Indiana by 15 gusta,
Southwestern of Memphis with 639.
Game Times: All games at 1
hand the third-ranked Trojansr laver Illinois, Kansas State by and were rewarded with 80 per
their first defeat of the season, tvio over Iowa State, Bowling cent of the first-place ballots p.m. EDT, except Sunday
but it will be close. The Irish Green by seven over Kent cast by the coaches. Twenty- which at 2 p.m. EDT.
Attendances and Net Reget the edge because they're State, Michigan by five over eight voted North Dakota State
Michigan State, Missouri by 14 No. 1, while seven other teams ceipts: First game, 50,429 and
playing at home.
$503,189.81. Second game, 50,850
over Oklahoma State, Nebraska got one top ballot apiece.
This week's picks:
by 10 over Kansas, Wisconsin
Texas A&I, a 40-25 victor and $507,080.40. Third game:
The East
Penn State 21, Syracuse 14— by seven over Northwestern, over Stephen F. Austin last 56.335 and 9611,879.49.
Southeast Football Roundup
Nittany Lions may
not have Purdue hy eight over Iowa, week, occupied second place in
By United Press International
high powered offense but who Toledo by 12 over Western the ratings again. Montana,
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
which beat Idaho, 34-9, moved
enviable position, because his
needs it with their meat grinder Michigan.
NEW YORK UPL — The UnitUPI Sports Editor
The
into
coaches'
third
two catches Tuesday prevented
ahead of Humboldt
chmments re- ed
defense.
Press International top 20
NEW YORK (UPI)—Thanks at least five Oriole
flected the situations on SouthState, which just slipped by
The Southwest
runs.
Pittsburgh 27, Tulane 14—
east football practice fields small college football teams to a couple of historic catches
Oklahoma 28, Colorado 21— University of California (DaThere's little doubt both
Would you believe, the Panwith
first
place
votes
and won- by Tommie Agee, the New
Tuesday:
thers winning three in a row. Sooner or later the Sooners get vis), 6-0, and dropped to fourth. NEW YORK (UPI)—The
lost4ied records when availa- York Mets get their big chance grabs will be down as among
"It'll take nearly perfect exThe rest of the top 10 is Troy probable starting lineups for
the best in series history— his
Also: Army by seven over even with the Buffs for last
ble in
parentheses. Fourth to take charge of the World
State, Arkansas State, Alcorn Wednesday's fourth game of ecution to beat an Alabama week.
fourth-inning sprint to the fence
Utah State, Boston College by year's defeat.
Series today when they send in left center for a cross-body
team that will be looking for
Texas Christian 21, Texas A&M, Delaware, New Mexico the 1969 World Series:
20 over Villanova, Dartmouth
ace pitcher Tom Seaver to the rab of Elrod Hendricks' drive
the chance to jump on our erand
Indiana of
by 14 over Brown, Yale by 14 A&M 14— TC1l begins easy part Highlands
Points mound in the fourth game.
Baltimore— Buford, lf; Blair, rors. We've got to reduce our Team
Pennsylvania.
with two on and two out before
over Columbia, Harvard by of its schedule.
1. No. Oak St. (28) (5-0) 336
It was Agee, a "bum" turned crashing into the fence; and
Five coaches from each of.:f; F. Robinson, rf; Powell, lb; fumbles and broken plays.
seven over Cornell, Boston 1.1:
his
2.
Texas
A&I
(4-0) 229 hero, who put the Mets into a 2- sixth-inning dash into
right
by 12 over Lafayette, PennsylAlso: Florida State by 14 over the East, Midwest, Pacific, B. Robinson, 3b; Hendricks, c; We've been lucky to overcome 3. Montana
'
(5-0)
233
1
lead
games
in
in
series
the
center for a diving, sliding onevania by one over Lehigh, Tulsa, Utah by eight over New Midlands, Rockies, South and Johnson, 2b; Belanger, ss; them so far."— Doug Dickey of 4. Tie. Humboldt
(4-0) 158 Tuesday when his fabulous
Tennessee.
hand robbery on Paul Blair's
Princeton by nine over Colgate, Mexico, North Texas by nine Southwest comprise the UPI 17uellar, p.
Tie. Troy St.
(40-1) 158 catches and his homer sparked
drive with the bases loaded and
Navy by 14 over Rutgers.
over New Mexico State, SMU ratings board and select the top New York— Agee, cf; Harrel(k) (2-1) 130 a 5-0 rout of the Baltimore
"I thought we had a good 6. Ark. St.
two out.
The Southeast
by 15 over Rice, Texas Tech by 10 small college teams in the
7. Alcorn A&M (1) (3-0) 105tOrioles.
Clendeno
n,
Jones11ss;
Practice, -but .J.
- -. Agee supplied the only run '.t. see how
Auburn 95, Georgia Tech 21— -14 over Mississippi State, =titan, with- points awarded on
13-11 44
lb; Swoboda, rf; Charles, 3b; ),ou can estpect anything else. S.- De/aware And new -it's Seaver, -the-2 the Mets actually needed
as
Tigers put the bite on the Arizona by 10 over Texas El a 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 basis, o
9.
N.
M.
Hilands
(3-0-1) 65 game winner who was beaten
votes from first through 10th. Grote, c; Wei5, 2b; Seaver, p. We did a little of everything, 10. Ind. Pa.
Engineers.
Paso.
(1) (44) 57 by the Orioles in the series' their first batter in the game
although nothing fun speed. No 11. Tie E.
Georgia 28, Vanderbilt 7—
The West
Tenn. St. (5-0) .44 opening game, who gets a when he hammered the fourth
full speed work is planned this
pitch by Orioles' starter Jim
Bulldogs bounce back while
Tie. Idaho St. (1) (3-1) .44 chance
UCLA 34, Califonia 13—
to come back for a
week."— Bear Bryant of Alaba- 13. Abilene Christian
Commodores return to normal. Uclans stay in running for Rose
(4-0) 2T victory that would put the Palmer over the center field
ma.
fence 400 feet away.
14. Lenoir Rhyne (1) (4-0) 24
Tennessee 35, Alabama 14— Bowl.
"amazin" Mets within one "They have me
"If we don't get off Cloud 15. Akron
figured for a
Tenants of Bear Bryant's Hilton
(4-1) 22 short stride
of the world low-ball hitter, so they've been
Nine, we're going to be in ser- 16. Northeast Okla. (1)
suffer rare back-to-back deWyoming 28, Brigham Young
20 championship.
ious trouble in Lexington."— 17. Fresno St.
pitching me high," Agee said.
feats.
'7— Cowboys corral Cougars and
3-1) 19
Opposing righthander Seaver "So I was looking for high
pays him, got wind of the Charlie McClendon of Louisiana 18. Colo. St. Coll. (1) (4-0) 17
pitch
Also: Florida by seven over move ahead in Western Athletic
By MILTON RICHMAN
today's game at Shea and I got it."
State, referring to his 9th- 19. Northern
remark and said:
Ariz. (3-1) 14 in
North Carolina, Louisiana State Conference.
UPI Sports Writer
Stadium
southpaw
was
Mike
ranked team's encounter with 20. Missouri at Rolla
"He is kidding, isn't he?"
The Mets added two more
9
by 20 over Kentucky, MississipCuellar, who conquered the runs
Kentucky Saturday.
in the second inning when
Bats .234
pi
Also: Colorado State by 14
by
14 over
Southern
NEW YORK (UPI)— There's
Mets, 4-1, in the opener in pitchero Gary
Robinson
batted
Gentry doubled
Mississippi, Richmond by 14 over West Texas, Stanford by always a way.
.234
this
.
Others receiving
or more Baltimore. If Seaver can turn with two on,
another in the
, Nver East Carolina, South 15 over Washington State, Air There was a way to beat year; he fielded somewhere "Georgia is a team without a points. Jolmsom C. five
Smith,
Portthe
tables
this time, the Mets sixth when Jerry Grote doubled
1, !Carolina by 13 over Virginia Force by seven over Oregon. Achilles and a way to beat around ten thousand nineis
tyjweakness. When Georgia brings land St., Tampa, Eastern Ken- are ready with
southpaw ace
Al
. Tech, Citadel by 14 over VW, Arizona State by 14 over San Samson, and although you'll nine. Anytime anybody ask hat ball at us, we're going to tucky,
Wilkes,
Whitewater, Jerry Koosman for the fifth with Ken Boswell on base, and
him who had the most influence have to bend over and grab Western Carolina,
WV Virginia by six over North Jose State, Oregon State by 14 never get anybody to believe
their last in the eighth when Ed
Florida A&M. game Thursday.
it,
Carolina State, Davidson by 13 over Washington.
Kranepool homered.
there's also a way to beat on his professional basebafl grass on defense because their
Agee
put the Mets in this
career he pipes right up and big backs try to run right over
Brooks Robinson.
The fact that you have to be says Paul Richards, his first you," Bill Pace of Vanderbilt.
SOUTHERN SIDELINE
something of a magician to do manager with the Orioles, and "It was as good a workout
now general manager with as we have had all season."
it is besides the point.
Shug Jordan of Auburn.
What counts is that there Atlanta.
"I had played a full year with
actually is ONE way of getting
"We knew all along Auburn
a ground ball past Brooks Baltimore in 1958," Robinson has been
a great defensive footsays,
"and
was really looking
Robinson, quite possibly the
ball team, but they're greatly
finest fielding third baseman forward to the 1959 seasoh improved
on offense too." Bud
who ever pulled on a pair of when Paul called me in and Carson of
Georgia Tech.
said
he
was
sending
me out to
By DAVID MOFFIT
won't have to operate, put No- baseball pants.
In other Southeast camps,
Vancouve
r.
'Son,
if
you
have
UPI Sports Writer
The
way
to
do it is hit the
bis' knee in a splint and told
the ability, don't worry, you're where the coaches weren't talkhim his immediate future would ball to his right. Between him
gonna
get to play here. You go ing, Mississippi State went
ATLANTA (UN)— The Atlan- have to be on a "wait-and-see" and the bag. Brooicsie eats up
out
and play, get in good shape through a 45-minute full-speed
anything within a 50-mile radius
ta Falcons lost more than a basis.
and
I'll bring you back by the drill on goal line and -short
of
his left but the sure-handed
great linebacker when Tommy
"It's hard to predict how this
yardage
situations, Georgia
All-S
tar
Game."
Nobis went down with a knee will affect the team," a Falcons 32-year-old Baltimore beauty,
Many promises like that are worked two hours on all phases
the
best
defensive
injury.
ballplaye
r
spokesman said. "Last year,
made in baseball and just as of its game, particularly kickThey lost a symbol.
when he was thrown out of a around today, doesn't go to his
many
aren't kept. Paul Rich- off returns, and Florida held a
The Falcons haven't had game at New Orleans following right. Not much, anyway. He'll
ards
kept
his word to Brooks passing scrimmage and learned
much success during their for- a fight, the other players turned tell you so himself.
Robinson. He brought him back that Steve Tannen won't be able
His Quickets Reflexes
mative years in the NFL. But in one of their finest performanto start in the defensive backthey've taken pride in knowing ces in an effort to offset Nobis' It's rather ironic that Brooks o Baltimore at the All-Star field
against North Carolina
break
and
Brooks has been
Robinson, one of the slowest
they had a defensive virtuoso. absence.
Saturday because of an ankle
going
like
a
five-alar
m
fire
ever
runners
on
the
The strapping redhead, an
Baltimore
Bound to Hurt
injury.
since.
All-America from the University
"We have to hope that's what roster, may own the quickest
of Texas who was Atlanta's will happen again," the spokes- reflexes of anyone on the club.
very first draft pick, captained man continued. "But losing No- He's not fast, but nobody has
the Falcon defense. His white- bis is bound to hurt. When you any greater range, particularly
on-black No. 60 was the most get down to it, he's been the to his left
You ask Robinson who he
conspicuous jersey on the field. heart an soul of our defense."
is the
It is thus little wonder that
best third
His four years with the Fal- thinks
the Falcons have been a som- cons have been difficult years baseman around and he keeps
ber lot this week.
for Nobis. He was used to win- saying Clete Boyer. He means
ning while growing up in San it. Then you ask him how he
Injured in Action
Antonio, and during his college keeps doing the amazing things
other team is going good."
By MARTIN LADER
Midway through the final per- days with the ultra-successful he does at third base and he
Agee's two catches will be
UPI
laughs,
gets
Sports Writer
red all over, and
iod in Sunday's game with the Longhorns.
talked about for many years to
Cowboys, Nobis was struck from
Although he's always been says:
NEW
YORK (UPI)— Gary come, and already they're
keep my glove
the side by a Dallas blocker courteous and easy to interview "I always
being compared to other series
Gentry
feels
open.
You
never
know when the
that "luck will win
while rushing to break up a after games, it's been obvious
gems
of past years turned in by
out"
over a team he calls "as
screen pass.
that losing most of them bother- ball is liable to jump in there."
gioW
Gionfriddo
and
Sandy
Brooks Robinson works at his close to perfect as you can get" Al
omosoessommomexpeesesvver
He was helped off the field, ed him.
Amoros of the old Brooklyn
in
the
1969
job
but
World
likes
to
had his knee packed in ice and
kid around
Series.
He felt the Falcons were beDodgers and Willie Mays of the
was rushed to a hospital.
ginning to show progress this when he's not working.
Tommie Agee, the New York old New York Giants.
"They never pay me for my
Doctors still can't say wheth- season. Although they won only
"The first catch was the
er Nobis will be lost for just one of their first four regular fielding," he laughed the other Mets' center fielder, made two
hardest
—
because it wasn't on
fantastic
catches
Tuesday to
a few games — or for the rest season game s, the defeats day, "only my hitting."
Harry Dalton, the man whO prevent at least five Baltimore my gloved hand," the 27-yearo
e season.
weren't as one-sided as they
runs as New York beat the old Agee said in reference to
e answer lies buried under used to be.
Orioles,
5-0, to take a 2-1 edge his wall-crashing grab of a
mass of muscle surrounding
This, and this alone, was the
In the World Series. Almost lost fourth-inning drive by Baltiknee. X-rays failed to show reason Nobis cried when he got
in the adulation for Agee was more catcher Elrod Hendricks.
ther he had torn ligaments to the dressing room Sunday.
the
fact he gave the Mets the The Orioles had two men on
i se, or merely stretched them.
It wasn't the pain or the
only
run they needed with a base at the time with two out
"There is some hope in the thought that he might have to
when Agee raced to the 396-foot
NEW YORK (UPI)—The leadoff first-inning homer.
fact that his knee began to have an operation that brought
mark in left center field to pull
tighten up and show more sta- the tears.
state of Nevada says the Mets
Gentry, tne beneficiary of down the drive by the leftbility," it was reported two
Tommy Nobis, one of the will now win the World Series. Agee's heroics in winning his handed
hitter.„
days after the mishap.
In Las Vegas, Gil Hodges' first series
mightiest of men, cried because
start, didn't mean
The
next big moment for
The doctors, hoping they he didn't want to miss a chance miracle workers are 3-2 selec- to imply
that his teammate was Agee came-i-bi the seventh
to help his beloved Falcons win. tions, and in Stateline, at lucky to make the catches.
inning,- With an 0-2 count ane
Harrah's, the Mets are 7-5. But ; In fact,
he termed it about the bases loaded, Paul Blair
both gambling centers pick the the best
game he's ever seen lined the ball into the right
Orioles to take Wednesday's by a center
fielder. But the centerfield gap. Agee waved for
fourth game. The Vegas line meaning
was clear that the the ball as he ran full speed,
has Baltimore at 11-10, the Mets all year
have made the then at the last moment dove tc
Harrah line is 6-5 for the catch and
gotten the hit when his left to make the catch.
1411 Olive Blvd.
orioles to deadlock the series they were
necessary.
As for his homer, Agee said,
— FREE PICKUP and DELTY121.T —
at 2-2\
"I've said before that I think "I knew I was going to get a
Cleanin
g
Phone 7118-111112
Truly Fine
' But in New York, the man in the Orioles
Telephone
are as close to hit pretty soon" after going
the street says it's the Mets all being a perfect
810 Sycamore
club as you can hitless his first eight times in
753-711'4
the way...with no return trip to get," Gentry
said. "But luck,the series. He hit a high fast
Baltimor e. •
will win out, especially if the ball from Jim Palmer.
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Falcons Lost More Than A
Great Linebacker In Nobis

Gentry Thinks Luck Will
Win Over Near Perfect Team

What do you call the economy
2-door that goes over 90 m.p.h.
Rides on a suspension
like $6000 cars.
Sips gas so you wonder if the
gauge is right. Stops disc-brake-sure.
Gives you goodies like
buckets,whitewalls and a
whisper-quiet fresh air system
at no extra cost?
Its the sound move!
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—t Chapter M Of P. E. 0. Sisterhood Has
I Reception For International Students

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

•

suo Tsumi and Kunio Iwasaki
The refreshments were American style punch and cake.
Several of the international
students came to the reception
dressed in their national dress
thus adding warmth and color
During the business meeting to the occasion.
the members voted to send the
accumulated George Hart MeThey were greeted at the
morial fund to the P. E. 0. Edu- door by Mrs. Hilda Swisher and
cational Loan Fund. This fund given name tags by Mrs. Martha
is available to deserving young Pitman and Mrs. Margaret Beneladies who need help with their dict.
college expenses and can be
used in colleges both in the
The receiving line was comUnited States and abroad. Ap- posed of Mrs. Sparks, Ghassan
ladyoung
18,000
proximately
Halasa, president of the Interies have been educated with
national Students Club, a n d
the help of this fund.
Mrs. Lochie Hart, president of
Between two-thirty and four the P. E. 0.•Sisterhood.
••
o'clock the same afternoon the
inthe
entertained
Sisterhood
ternational students of MSU
with a reception. There are
more than one hundred international students from twentythree countries outside of the
continental U.S. on the campus
this semester and approximately one-hatf attended the reception.
Students from Iraq, Iran,
Thailand, India, West Indies,
Jamaica, Japan, Turkey, Jordan, Tawian, and Hong Kong
attended the reception. Others
are from Ecuador, N. S. Wales,
Australia, England, Canada,
Finland, Caracas, Biafra, Columbia, -firld Yugoslovia: A picture taken at the reception was
published in the Thursday,
October 9th issue of this newspaper.
The tea table was overlaid
ith a beautiful linen and lace Q. What is the name of this
cut of meat?
loth from Belgium and the
nterpiece was a wood ane A. Beef Rolled ?lump.
ower arrangement in the Ike
ani technique, which was made Q. Where does it come from?
How is it identified?
v two Japanese students, Yo
Chapter M, P. E. 0. Sisterhood, met in the home of Mrs.
Lois Sparks on the Murray
State University campus on Saturday, October 4, at one o'clock
in the afternoon.

me Welcome Wagon Newcomers Club held its monthly
meeting on Thursday, October
9, at seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening at the Community Center.
Robert L Burchell, Vicar at
St. John's Episcopal Church and
Campus Minister at Murray
State University, spoke briefly
to the group. Mr. Burchell, a
member of the Christian Social
yhminesday. October 15
Concerns Committee, told the
The Wadesboro Homemakers
group that this committee has
Club will meet at the Triangle
been organized into various
at one p.m. with Mrs. VirInn
groups which are working toas hostess.
Clark
gie
• ••
gether to solve problems of the
community. Anyone interested
Grove Baptist
Elm
The
in helping may contact Mr.
Church WMS will meet at the
Burchell.
church at 7:30 p.m. for the misMrs. Harlan Hodges, special
sion study directed by Mrs. W.
guest of the group, presented a
A Farmer.
•••
review of the book "The Year
of My Rebirth" by Jesse Stu
A tea for all new and old
art. Preceding the review Mrs.
members of the Welcome WagHodges gave a short biography
on Newcomers Club will be
of Jesse Stuart's life.
held at the home of Mrs. Doris
Officers for the coming year
Rose, Keeneland Drive, at ten
were elected. They are: Presia.m. Mrs. Linda Adams and
dent, Mrs. Lawrence Philpot,
Mrs. Rose are hostesses.
• ••
first vice-president, Mrs. Robert
Kimball, second vice-president,
St. Leo's Cooperative NurMrs. Rex Galloway, recording
meet
sery School Mothers will
secretary, Mrs. Jack Keene, corCommunity Center, Ellis
the
at
Mrs.
secretary,
responding
mothers
Drive, at 7:30 p.m. All
Charles R. Cella, treasurer,
attend.
to
urged
are
Mrs. Mike Miller, and historian,
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Learon McGary of 1308 Overby Street,
-Jars. M. C. Garrott.
Homemakers
Pottertown
The
of
marriage
and
approaching
the
engagement
announce
Murray,
evening
the
for
Hostesses
the Holiday
at
meet
will
Mr.
of
son
Club
to
Jim
Ragsdale,
Lynn
daughter,
Vicki
were Mesdames Ed Overbey, their oldest
a.m.
ten
at
Inn
Charles and Mrs. Albert Ragsdale, Route 3, Murray.
Robertson,
Harold
•• •
Miss McCrary is a 1968 graduate of Murray High School
Stone, and Ronald Wuest.
• ••
The Tau Phi Lambda sororand presently a sophomore elementary education major at Murthe
ity will have a luncheon at
ray State University.
at
Smorgasbord
House
Colonial
High
Mr. Ragsdale is a 1964 graduate of Calloway County
of Founders
School. He has completed his two years of service in the U.S 12 noon in honor
Army with one year being spent in Vietnam. Presently he is Day.
•• •
employed at the Murray Division of the Tappan Company.
of officers of Murpractice
A
A December wedding is being planned.
Assembly No. 19 Order of
ray
The Woman's Missionary SocMr. and Mrs. Charles Hilton Williams of Lynn Grove anthe Rainbow for Girls will be
A'. It comes from the beef
iety of the Elm Grove Baptist
at the Masonic Hall from nounce the engagement of their daughter, Nancy Key, to Donheld
round, a section of the
Church met at the church on
ald
Wade
son
of
Lovett,
Mr.
and
p.m.
Mrs.
five
Damon
to
of
Lovett
Murray
3:30
•••
Thursday, October 9, at ten
hindquarter. The standRoute Two.
o'clock in. the morning for the
-11w runiine.
boned, rolled
Miss Willis is a graduate of C,elloway Count* High
Thursday, Oaths( 16
planning meeting.
and tied to make this
Unirersitcy School PTA School and is attending Murray State University.
The
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Walker
Mrs. Charles Burteen, WMS
Mr. Lovett is a graduate of Calloway County High School
modern, conipact cut..
will have a potluck dinner at
Murray Route Two are the
president, was in charge. Mrs.
of
cafe
school
is
the
with
his
and
employed
father who is a contractor.
p.m. in
6:30
Alvin Futrell led in prayer.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Wednesday, No- Parents of a baby girl, Lori Q. How is it prepared?
teria. An open house of the
seven pounds A. By braising or by
The WMS achievement guide
roastnew building will follow the iember 26, at eight o'clock in the evening at the Salem Baptist Ann, weighing
was completed.
Church, Lynn Grove. All friends and relatives are invited to thirteen ounces, born on Suning (if of high quality).
dinner.
Mrs.
During the afternoon
•••
day, October 12, at 8:33 p.m.
attend the wedding.
To braise, brown meat on
Walton Fulkerson was the lea.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Bosses Night meeting of the
all sides'in 2 tablespoons
der for the program on "A
Wcs
Hospital.
Business and Professional
lard .or drippings. Pour
group
The
Fire".
are
Catches
Spark
Their other children
men's Club has been postponoff drippings. Season. Add
sang " Seal Us Oh Holy Spirit".
Tanya Dean, age eight, Joe
e&
a small amount of liquid.
•••
Mrs. Albert Crider had the
Glenn, age seven, and Don AlCover tightly and cook
call to prayer with the scriplen, age two The father is emThe Paris District Susannas
over low heat until ten,
ture reading from Daniel 6:10ployed at the Murray Silica
will meet with Mrs. Samuel R.
der. Allow 3 to 4 hour
23.
Company.
Sand
Murray.
of
Dodson
tot* cooking time, for
Presiding was Mrs. Burkeen.
•••
Grandparents are Mrs. Lillie
taw -ilinipound cwt.
Walker of Murray Route Two
The minutes were reed by Mrs.
The Home Department of the
roast, place meat, fat side
and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Thurston
Alvin Futrell and the treasurMurray Woman's Club will
up, on rack in open roaster's report %via given by Mrs.
of Melber Route One. Ellis
meet at two p.m. at the club
ing pan. Insert roast meat
great
a
is
Melber
of
DEAR ABBY: Your answer to the lady who wanted to
Harry Shekell. Other reports
Thurston
CulNorman
Rev.
house with
thermometer so bulb is in
were given.
grandfather.
breastfeed her about-to-be adopted baby saddened me, altho
pepper as the speaker. Hostess• ••
the
when
blamed
center. Do not add water
be
to
The WMS will bake cookies
hardly
it did not surprise me. You are
will be Mesdames John Livees
or cover. Roast in a slow
for the Kentucky BSU convenMr. and Mrs. Charles Colemajority of the medical men in the country, including
say, Virgie Clark, Frank HolanTwo
tion to be held in Murray this
Route
oven (300°F. to 35°F)
Murray
of
the
man
pooh
Humphpooh
also
would
s
Parks,
comb, Jewell
obstetricians and pediatrician
weekend.
to desired degree of donenounce the birth of a baby girl,
reys Key, and E. R. Hagen.
idea.
Plans for the quarterly meet•••
ness (140°F. to- 170°F.).
Leslie Suzanne, weighing seven
Knowledge of the physiology of lactation and the factors
Octoing of the WMS to be held on
Monday,
on
born
pounds,
611
No.
Chapter
Hill
Temple
which induce it are woefully lacking in the American medical
Monday, October 27, at seven
ber 13, at 4:22 p.m. at the MurOrder of the Fad_ern Star will
* * *
education of today.
p.m. at the Elm Grove Chiirch
ray-Calloway County Hospital.
Ball at
Masonic
the
at
meet
arrogant
s
[civilization'
societies"
"primitive
are
There
made.
David,
were
They have two sons,
7:30 p.m.
Gregory in
• ••
adjective for peoples living more naturally than we do) who
Mrs. Bessie Colson led the
age eight, and Scott, age six
Bldg.,
Federal
Griffin,
Maxine
(UPI) HOLLYWOOD
a
baby's
SOAK AND SCRUB PEWTER
closing prayer.
very often use the services of other women than
The father is employed at the
The Delta Omega chapter of
Ky. 42031. Telephone
Clinton,
James
Gregory
will
a lead
play
Mod—
groups,
SHINE
some
In
RESTORE
baby.
TO
a
Others present were Mrs. WilMurray.
of
breastfeed
to
Bank
mother
Peoples
natural
Kappa Delta Pi will have a
need only a 653-2231.
Forrest ing 'role in "The Hawaiians"
burn Weston, Mrs. Alfred Keel,
Grandparents are
grandmothers, long past their reproductive years, will
•
workshop social in Room 134, ern pewter pieces
or
Mrs. George Cossey, Mrs. ThanColeman and Mr. and Mrs. Lynn which is shooting on the island
Building, Murray gentle cleansing with soap
Education
successfully suckle infants.
MONEY MANAGEMENT —
rinsing,
good
a
suds,
detergent
rue Parker, and Mrs. Earl Lee
all of Murray Route of Maui in Hawaii and based on
Parker,
p.m.
5:30
its
at
in
State University,
The La Leche league is far more sophisticated
• ••
• ••
and a soft rubbing with an old When people become concerned Two. Mrs. Ludie Thurmond of the second half of James Michenusthey
knowledge of nursing than the medical profession. More
cloth. No special metal polish i,bout money matters
Friday, October 17
Murray is a great grandmother. er's "Hawaii."
power to your correspondent. I applaud her maternal instinct
ually reach one conclusion —
is needed.
Club
will
Citizens
Senior
The
must have a pay increase. Yet,.
and hope she makes the attempt to breastfeed her adopted
meet at the Community Center
MRS. L. Mc: ALBANY, N. Y.
old pewter is sometimes this may not solve the problem.
Very
child. It can be done.
at 11 a.m. to go to the Eenlake
attacked by a "sickness" that In many instances, a family
Park pavilion for a sack lun- spots it. This can only be stopp- could have the equivalent of a
DEAR ABBY: I have had five children, and I nursed
cheon before taking a boat trip
ed by soaking the pieces in a pay increase by simply planning
the first one, and that was enough for me!
only
on Kentucky Lake.
strong solution of lye for fif- better use of the dollars they
The Calloway County High
•
•
•
It wasn't my idea. It was my mother-in-law's. She
teen minutes. Remove with are now getting.
School chapter of the Future
Stew-day, October la
convinced me that it was a "sin" to put my baby on the
Most of the advertisements in \
and scrub with a stiff
tongs
506 W. Main Street
Homemakers of America held
Phone 753-2621
The New Providence Riding
bottle. so I went along with her theory to keep peace in the
brush and thick suds. Repeat newspapers, magazines, and Ti'
its chapter meeting on Wednesa
at
shoot
have
will
Club
the
to
had
I
finally
time.
to
the
at
try
her
with
living
necessary.
us,
were
of
we
as
if
each
family
treatment,
appeal to
day, October 8, at seven-thirty
area starting at nine a.m. Sand- this
quit when my 22-month-old -baby" cut a full set of teeth on
restore the shine by rubb- convince us that this is the proo'clock in the evening in the
coffee, cold drinks, and Then
wiches,
"MOTHER OF FIVE," EL CENTRO, CAL.
ing and rubbing with soft auct we need, that everyone
me.
school cafeteria
shells will be sold at the shoot.
cloths. If you need further in- else is buying it, and we can't
Karen Snow gave the devot•••
ask for our bulletin get along without it. These barformation
ion. Shirley Hays read a humis
so
who
that
mother-to-be
DEAR ABBY: Please tell
The Murray-Calloway County
5-231 — A, entitled "Care gain sales make us think we
E.
H.
orous story for special enterShrine Club will meet at the
eager to breastfeed her baby that if she's going to all that
Household Metals". — Mrs. are making real savings. But if
tainment.
home of Mr. and Mrs. William of
she thinks it will be better for the baby, she
because
trouble
given
was
Barletta Wrather, 209 Maple we don't need a product, it isn't
A skit on degrees
Panorama
at
E.
Shores,
Moffett,
shouldn't kid herself.
Murray, Ky. 42071. Tele- a bargain at any price. — Irma
by Jackie Budzko, north& Jack6:30 p.m. A potluck supper will Street,
I have had four children. I bottle fed the first two and
753-1452.
Hamilton, Courthouse, Mayfield,
phone
son, Kay Barnett, Phyllis Turprecede the business meeting
1 S •
It
healthy.
made
are
equally
four
All
two.
last
42066. Telephone 247-2334.
the
breastfed
Ky.
Locke,
Genny
Broach,
Gail
ner,
and entertainment will follow
• ••
no difference in their teeth. In fact, the only child who did
Sabrina Tucker, Wanda Gar•••
lunof
"packer
a
are
little things that
the
you
are
Belts
If
NOT have to wear bands on his teeth happened to be a bottle
rett, and Sharon Underwood.
Sunday, October 19
ches" make it easy on yourself are big in clothes today. Many
Becky Chaney gave a skit on
baby.
Mr. and Mrs. Starkie Colson,
by setting up a lunch packing- of the leather ones with import"Teen Times". Joan Peery reAlso, my two breastfed children did not enjoy any
Sr., will hold open house in center in your kitchen. A spechad
chapter
ant buckles unify casual separthe
portA that
"closer" relationships with me than the bottle-fed children.
celebration of their 50th wedddrawer or a box in the cor- ates into handsome costumes.
ial
gone over their goal on the
What a baby needs more than anything else is LOVE,
ing anniversary at their home ner of your counter can be us- Some chains are updated with
magazine sales.
from two to five p.m.
pap- tassels and jewels. A word to
and they all got plenty of that.
ed to keep vacuum bottles,
The second money making
•••
napkins
GA.
OF
TWO
EACH:
VALDOSTA,
wrap,
food
sacks,
prothe wise says watch what the
Stanley
selling
er
project of
and other necessities which will belt and buckle does to your
d-ucts will start next week. All
help you pack lunches quickly, fegure before you use it. Don't
of the members were urged to
DEAR ABBY: From my own personal experience. I can
and carefully. — let it be said about you, "Here
conveniently
sell the items.
are
healthier.
say that bottle babies
Tourist boom
Everett, Court- she comes — buckle first". Big
Patricia
mothers
Miss
chapter
as
Elected
I nursed my first baby and had nothing but trouble.
in Rhodesia
42025, Tele- buckles and psotruding stomKY
Benton,
Mrs
house,
for the coming year were
When I was refvous and fretful, my baby would become
SALISBURY, Rhodesia (1 PI) phone 527-6601.
achs do not go together. Belts
Glenn Rogers, Mrs Bill Peery,
nervous and fretful. Every little emotional upset would
• ••
- Foreign tourists are visiting
look best on a good figure and
Mrs. J M Venable. Mrs. Willie
1. Louie Nunn cannot vote Guy Lovins.
promptly be transmitted to my baby thru my milk. Also
Rhodesia in record numbers and
If you want to display a group perfect posture. — Mrs. CathJohnson, and Mrs. Eugene Chag seemed to drain me of all my energy.
a record amount of of small items such as a col- erine C. Thompson, Box 270,
bre_astfeedin
spending
2.
Louie Nunn knows Guy Loving will oppose his Inney.
money despite the economic lection of China Animals, shells, Hickman, Kentucky 42050. TeleMy next three babies went on the bottle immediately,
•• •
payroll of some 125.000,000 each year.
creased
sanctions taken by other coun- pebbles, or sculpture, try to add phone 236-2351.
and they were healthier in every way than my first one. And
Nunn
knows Guy Lovins is a man who not
3.
Louie
tries to try to end its indepen- variety to your display. One
MRS. G., ORANGEBURG, S. C.
I had a lot more pep, too
of
part
put
to
he will not vote for a tax Increase but
is
only
promises
this
do
dence.
to
way
on pedestals. Attractive Boyd is featured
Tourist
Rhodesian
Board
The
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Lilly spent
will
them
his
keep
ptomise.
DEAR ABBY: [nursed my adopted baby! It took a lot of
the put weekend with their
said the all-time high in 1968 pedestals can he made from
11Q144,YWOOD (UP1)—Actor4. Louie Nunn knows that Guy Lovins will work for
patience on my part, but it was well worth the effort. I'm
oldest daughter, Miss Sandy
readied the country's recover) empty thread spools of different ,angerriiinmy Boyd will
a
for
glad
it
told
I
to
word
when he
me
didn't
doctor's
take
my
outlegislation that will benefit all people
has
child
a
blocks
or
a
year
meis
Lilly, who
fourth
from the losses caused 1w the sizes
"forget it."
black featured role in "Norwood"
dical student at Vanderbilt Uni"sanctions, bans and embargoes grown. Paint them shiny
Glen
and
stars
Campbell
‘,Iiieh
* VOTE DEMOCRATIC ON NOVEMBER 4th *
I can thank the La Leche League!
Staining with a
versity. Nashville, Tenn. They
imposed by hostile countries" or lacquer red.
make Kimn 1),trk
also
will
stain
MRS. P. B.: L. A., CAL.
teakwood
attended the Vanderbilt a it d
after Premier Ian Smith unilaterfinish. — Mrs.
Alabama football game on Satally declared independence'From an attractive
a
has
Everybody
problem.
What's
For
a
yours?
personal
Mildred Potts, 1.a Center, Ken- Designing woman
urday. The weekend of October
1965.
in
Britain
reply write to Abby, Box 61700, Los Angeles, Cal. Meet and
Telephone 665-5671.
4 they visited their youngest
The 1968 figures listed 266, tucky.
10)1,11'1100D (('PI)—Multi•••
antiose a stamped. self-addressed envelope.
daughter, Miss Trudy Lilly,
421 visitors who stayed a total
ple -, Academy Award-winning
house
your
at
dieters
Help
who is doing graduate work
of ',1,469,000 nights and spent
wardrobe designer Edith Heed
Hate to write letters' Send $t to Abby, Box MM.
This Advertisement. Paid For by Guy Lovins
resist snack temptation by postin the field of zoology at the
almost $19.6 million.
as ill create Mae Vi est's costumes
Cal. MOM for Abby's booklet. "How to Write Letters
Augeles.
ing a calorie chart on the door
University of Tennessee, Knoxfor "Myra Breckinridge."
/srA Oteasisas."
of the refrigerator -- Mrs..
ville.

Williams-Lovett Vows To Be Read

Miss Vicki Lynn McGary

Mrs. Fulkerson Is
Program Leader At
Elm Grove Meeting

Miss Nancy Key Williams

More readers on
breast feeding

Toiree

t

wham,*

By Abigail Van Buren

Skit On Degrees
Given At Meeting
Of Calloway FHA

Murray Loan Co.
Y

MONE

HEADQUARTERS

Reasons Why Louie Nunn Wants
Guy Lovins Defeated:

PERSONALS

play

Vote for Guy Lovins
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)d Has
idents
:urn° lwasaiJ
were Aniel.
and cake
internation
the reception
lational dres,
ith and color

WE NEVER CLOSE
NEW STORE HOURS

•eeted at the
tiv.isher and
Iy Mrs Martha
elargaret hene

me was corn
arks, Ghassan
of the Inter
Club, and
president (it
.rhuud

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

It41
WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.

Favorite Church Or Charity.

FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

BEL-AIR SNOPPIS CENTER

Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get
1% Cash Refund For Your

We Reserve the Right to Limit.
COoKER
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

FRYERS
.23c
OLE
PATTIES
BREAST
LEGS
THIGHS

name of this
/Wrap.
t come from?
lentified?
om the beef
ction of the
The standboned, rolled
) make this..
ipact cut.

epared?
or by roastigh quality).
,own meat on
! tablespoons
)pings. Pour
Season. Add
int of liquid.
y and cook
at until ten..to 4 hour
i
tinatf
.or

neat, fat side
open roastrt roast meat
sa bulb is in
)t add water
st in a slow
to 325°F.)
rree of doneto 170°F.).

tans'
) (UPI) —
ill play a leadhe Hawaiians"
; on the island
ii and based on
'James Michen-

)8
ERS

his Mr.
who not
ease but

work for

11h *

IVE

dns

• ROUND STEAK

LB. 59c
LB. 49c
LB. 49c

FRYERS

FAMILY PAC LB.

80Z.

E ACH

LB 89C

29t

COUNTRY STYLE

GAL.

DAD'S

LB
U.S.D.A. CHOICE

COUNTRY FRY STEAK
POT
'ft RUMP ROAST
V4 PORK LOIN

LAS
69c

16 OZ. BOTTLES UU
WITH BOTTLES
LIMIT 2 CTNS

GATORADE

QT.39C

890

LB. 88

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

AST•

f(sullims

LB.

1%
99
LB680
39t
39t
89
c
3
29
LB.

GLOPEFRUIT JUICE
Fruit Cocktail
tlitET TISSUE

CHI
LI.
PRIDE

WITH BEANS

LE

9

LB. MU.
L BOXES

NO, 1 RED

POTATOES
49c
LB.10

BAG

/

CUT UP LB.

290.

PEACHES
foilELS
ORANGES
YELLOW
ONIONS

BUTTERNUT

. BREAD
1.9c

20 OZ. LOAF

EACH

MARSHMALLOWS "11E181 1 PKG.

14

46 OZ. CAN

150ZAN
CS

2 ROLL PKG.

3
3 Si 00
3cANs890
3 R01_1_41,00
105 AONZ.S1

OF

MERIT

Beef
Pork
Ham

u. 980
Lb 590
5/$1.00

12 OZ. PKG.

HORMEL

CRACKERS

RIBS
FRYERS
SANDWICHES

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

8 BOTTLE CTNS.

PEPSItni

BAR.B.Q
FRYERS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

ROOT BEER

Ready To Go

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

WHOLE

290Z.

FLORIDA

5 LB. BAG

59c

DOG FOOD POINTER

12 TANS.$1.00

MORTON
BEEF, CHICKEN, TURKEY

POT PIES
5Fo
TOMATO

HUN VS
WE DGE S

15 OZ.
CANS

A1.00

HYDE PARK

BISCUITS

6

8 OZ. CANS49r

3 LB. BAG

.

41,,,..„1„1„_41„mem,

600,_
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!I!
Ill

MORE PEOPLE

III

LDiSCOU'T luG CIITIIS,

Ill
Ill
III

Are Learning Every Day that Say-Rite
has the Lowest Prices In Town!!
Save up to50% on Over
!I!
5,000 Brand Name Items
III
Ill
III

These Are Only A Few of
Many Low Discount Prices
III

CUBAN LIBERATED WITH MIG17 JET - A Russian-built M1G17 jet fighter plane is housed
in hangar at Homestead Air Force Base near Miami, Fla.. after a Cuban Air Force pilot
landed it and -asked for and received political asylum.- U.S. State Department authorities said the plane will be returned to the Cuban government.

!I!
III

Suffragettes f
Space Needed
By Senate

Veteran' QuestionsJ
and Answers

Charles W. Adams

Bring
Howl Of
Complaint

III

Ill
Q - I am a veteran of the
I I,
Vietnam conflict with two years
service and did -not complete
III
high school before entering the
service. Would I be able to finIll
ish high school at government
By WILLIAM B. MEAD
expense?
By GOERGE J. RAEDER
Ill
A - Yes. In fact, there is a
WASHINGTON UPI - Suffrage- special program set up for VietIII
WASHIN
GTON
(UPI)
-The
ttes set up headquarters near nam veterans who have not comthe Capitol in 1913 and won the pleted high school. The financial brakes that President Nixon is - III
vote six years later. They're assistance you receive to get a trying to apply to inflation is
III
still there, sitting squarely on high school diploma will not use bringing howls of pain.
two lots the Senate wants for up the entitlement you have earn- In the forefront of the ill
protestors are members of
office space.
ed for education beyond high
Congress who should know
The doughty ladies humiliated school.
better. Because the administra- III
the senators in a legislative skirQ - If the wife of a totally
III
mish last September. Today, the disabled veteran wants to take tion's anti-inflation program is
doing
just
what
was
intended
:
wary Senate embarked on a man- advantage of the new educational
euver to skirt their flank.
opportunity, must she go to sch- putting people out of work.
The fact that unemployment
Buried 80 pages deep in an ool full time?•She often has chil83-page water pollution bill was dren, as well as her husband, is going up means, to the,.administration, that inflation is
a small item permitting the Sen- to care for.
III
ate to buy six lots of land -ftif I-'Pait..time training is auth- stewing down. In the words of
III
Treasur
y
Secretar
David
y
M.
$1,25 million. The land is next orized for widows and wives of
to the newer of the two Senate dicabled veterans with $95 the Kennedy: .
,office buildings and eventually monthly allowance for three- "The evidence that this policy
would be used for additional Sen- fourths time and $60 for half- (of fighting inflation) is being
effectively applied is beginning
ate office space.
time training.
Ill
to mount."
Two of the lots are owned by
Q - What is the time limit
High on the list of evidence III
the National
Woman's party. of the guaranteed home loan a
They stand next to the venera- veteran may obtain from a lend- cited by the secretary was the
ble organization's headquarters ing institution, and what is the September unemployment rate
III
- a building put up in 1688, used maximum time allowed to repay -4 per cent. That was a jump
of
one
half
one
of
per
cent
from
to negotiate the Louisiana Pur- such a loan?
August.
chase in 1801 and listed as the
A - The VA has no limit on
Almost 3 million people had
last outpost of resistance when the amount borrowed, but has
the British sacked Washington a limitation on the amount of to be out looking for jobs and
turing the War of 1812.
the gviaramee to the leader. The unable to find them in order to Ill
Last year the Senate boldly guarantee may not be more than reach the 4 per cent figure. It III
passed the same land purchase 60 per cent of the loan and in was the sharpest one-month
Item. In Congress, each house no event exceed $12,500. These increase in unemployment in Ill
traditionally bows to the house- loan mortgages may run up to nine years.
The 4 per cent unemployment
keeping needs of the other. But 30 years.
has some
symbolic
the House slapped down the bill.
Q - Can I train for a comm- level
importance.
"A lot of Democrats were absent ercial pilot's license under
the
When
John
F. Kennedy
that day," Sen. Jennings Randol- G. I. Bill?
ph, D-W. Va. , recalls of that
A - Yes, if you have sufficient became President, he set 4 per
dark moment.
entitlement and meet the nece- cent as the interim goal of his III
More specifically, senators ssary qualifications, first of Qdministration. It was well
contend the National Woman's which is that you possess a pri- above 4 per cent then..
party wooed and won a contem- vate license or its equivalent. Kennedy did not live to see
Ill
porary, House Speaker John W. Also you must meet the medical the level fall to the goal he set.
McCormack, 77, to their cause. standards established for a co- It took a wartime upsurge in Ill
McCormack, they claim, pulled mmercial pilot and your train- the economy under Lyndon B.
his Democratic followers to the ing must be approved by the Johnson for the unemployment Ill
sidelines and let Republican ec- approving agency of your state. to fall to -that 4 per cent figure
- and it kept going clown.
onomizers take charge.
III
But now the economy has
Mrs. Alice Paul, a founder of
slowed, and the 4 per cent level
the party in 1913 and now its
of unemployment is hack.
honorary chairman, acknowledgKennedy doesn't like people Ill
es McCormack helped. In an
being thrown out of work but he
interview, she served notice the
explained to protesting conNational Woman's party is still
gressmen that if you are going
10 be reckoned with.
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)_To to slow the economy to fight
"I don't see exactly what right
:they have to keep it from being test the clarity of water in a Inflation, there's just got to be
considered independently," Mrs. backyard swimming pool, place some increase in unemployPaul said of the land-buying item. a black disc, six inches in ment.
Ill
diameter on a white field, at the
He won't say how much- or
bottom of the pool at the for how long,
• Of the 50 cities selected to re- deepest point.
Ill
MEXICO CITY (UPI)--TwoIf the disc is not clearly vise
r.
e
ta
iveerapanning grants- -under the
birds
of
all
U.S. tourist dollars
goveme
rn nt's -Model ible at all distances up to 10
Cities programs, 36 are commun- yards, according to the California vent in the Latin American and
ities with populations of fewer Medical Association, the pool Caribbean-areas go-to Mexico,according to the Organization of III
should not be used.
than 50,000 persons.
American States(OAS).

(left). and

!I!

Pool test
for clarity

!I!
hi
!I!

!I!

!I!

Ill
Ill

"Bayer Works Wonders"

99t:

!
I
ANAHIST.TABLETS--!HI

Symptomatic relief of colds, sinus
congestion, hay fever.
79e
F
OR $1
Valens
$1.09 Value
66*

•

2

III

!I!
III

III

••

Anahist Cough Syrup

SECRET SPRAY DRY
Suepr
AntilPerspirant

!I!

$1•09 Value

66*
Anahist Spray
For fast free breathing

Ill

88*
$1.29 Value

helps keep you

794 ea. Value

lie

cool and calm

2 for '1

Ill

Extra Ingredients
for extra, long
lasting
protection.

Gillette

Techmatic Razor

$1.59
Value

Adjusts to greater
shaving comfort!
$2.95 Value

11.28

Ill

Save On Pain and
Cold Relievers

Non-Narcotic

66°

Stainless Steel Blades

i
.1,11

UARP

$1.25 Value

Gillette Super

!I!

I'S

$1.69
Value

Discount Priced (11'11)

New
Supr
Adjustable
Razor
$1.95 Value

riessoes.

Anti Persplrant
Checks Wetness

$1.49 Value

Gillette Injectors

38c.

Save On
Deodorants
Gillette
RIGHT GUARD

88(t

Self-heating Shaving Cream.
No ot
t '

CL IP
COUP ON

for fast pain relief!

with instructions on how to defend yourself from women In
case you apply an overdose.
Be careful how you use RI

Gillette "The Hot One"

99c
Value

Noir

Reg. After Shave
Lotion

91.50
Value

Ill
III

Reg. or Super Hold
13 as.

Hai Karate

!I!

S's

SUAVE HAIR_
SPRAY

SAVE AT SAV RITE ON MEN S "MUSTS'

!I!
Ill

FILM DEVELOPING

Only 1 of Many
Hair Care Values

Total Discount Prices On All
Prescriptions and Health Aids

111
!el
!I!

!l!

Adrian Ligon (right),

ill

Ill
Ill
COUPON Ill KODACOLOR or BLACK & WHITE
I II
With This Coupon! Good thru Friday,
October 31, 1969.
Ill
T: I COUPON PER FAMILY
III
•MI ••••••
•• /Ns •••••••
••••
ono= •••
Ill
=.=
.

SAV-RITE

Pharmacists at Say-Rite, are specilists. experienced and
carefully trained to fill your prescriptions efficiently and
promptly • • • AND to advice you about health needs.
We have a complete stock of vitamins for every age
group, ask Mr. Adams or Mr Ligon about them.

iei

h OFF

iI i

KNOW YOUR PHARMACIST!!

Ill

III
III

••• • ••• Om • MN =Peal,
1••••• =1:••M ••••• GID•••••
-.-I
II
ON ta=
=IMO MIMI _CM ••

Reg Stainless or Ben Gay
Children's Vaporizing Rub.
98c
Value

99

11.96

!I!
IS
III
III

DID YOU KNOW? Say-Rite Has the Biggest Paper Back
Book Department in the

Entire Area?
ill

Not only do we have a complete selection
of the latest paper back books and magazines, but
we have newspapers from all over the country
the latest novels . .. anything for anybody
..
's reading tastes. Come in and browse around! If
we don't have what you want we'll order it for you

Ill
!l!
III

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR GIFT SHOPPE?

III

If you haven't visited our Gift Shoppe,
we're confident you'll be surprised at our wide selectio
n of gifts to suit any occasion - any budget.
carry quality lines of gifts that you'll
We
be proud to give and to receive. Free gift wrapping, if
you wish!

IF YOU'VE NEVER TASTED DUTCH MILL CAN
DY

Ill
III
Iii

III

. . . You Ain't Lived!

One tasty morsel of Dutch Mill candy and you'll agree
it's the finest. Say-Rite is proud to offer Dutch Mill
candies - exclusive with us in this
area. We carry a large selection of these luscious candies
that are wonderful for gifts - great for treating your
family and guests.

DID YOU REALIZE

Say-Rite Has A Complete Pipe and Tobacco Secti
on?

We have pipes, pipes and more pipes - plus
everything any smoker might desire. Our tobaccos
are the finest - many imports hard to find
A wide variety of cigarettes, lighters, flints and
other smoking accessories are yours for the asking
AND AT DISCOUNT PRICES! We are also
a franchised dealer for Pelican pipes - finest
pipes in the world - and we have a pipe repair departm
ent.

TOYS, Toys AND MORE. TOYS

•

•

•

All At Total Discount Price
s!

Boys and girls of all ages will enjoy visiting
our toy department where we already have a large stock
for Christmas shoppers. Choose now
put in layaway. Bring the kiddies to see our Birthday
and
Treasure Chest . . register to get the key to the chest
that unlocks it for prizes they'll love.

Hand and Body Lotions Discount
Priced - Only A Few of Many Buys!

FIRST AID VALUES
See Our Complete Selection
Johnson & Johnson

CORN HUSKERS LOTION -2 for '1
SHEER STRIP BAND-AIDS
Ill

soothes the
roughest sk
$1.09
U.1:11.111 LIS:0 LIMB
cis:,Lica i..i sag value

3" x
1 inch
wide
110 ea,
Value

15

Hand and Body
L°tin

Ill

65e ea
Value
Soh

III

Improved Sterile Guaze
2" x 5 yd. Bandage
/9* ea.
Value

Recommended by doctors for diaper rash.
$1.09 Value

°I1T

EIGHT

DEAD IN APARTMENT BUILDING FM

Eight persons were killed and another seven
pirod when fire swept through this 24-unit apartment building in Los Angeles. Several
were injured when they leaped from third-story windows.

.1 7:73:i

1_1

tart 11:111:1 RP us
Plane 753-83.4
Bel Air Shopping Center

BAY-Juies

„1.2

66*

thIS1111 %I PRI I; MIMI
In

MB =D..= ••••=1 MI•a MD•1•18 WS
•MO OM•4110 •I•••11
•••
dm am mom
•••• im•• me •••
•im• gm •am
Mi•••• M••••• MD•

50 cc's

LEN II 1:51:e .55 al Nis

Mouthwash
& Gargle

2 for so•
Desitin Ointment

0/1

$3.69 $2.99

SCOPE

Johnson & Johnson

is
is
a.

99,
1:11:1115

4,1

51
/
4 oz.

PAQUIN HAND CREAM
Reg.. Medicated, Ex. Dry
67e Value
44*
$1.00 Value
$1.69 Value
$1.26

III

III

N.

2 for '1

VISINE POLY VI SOL
DROPS

Soothes the eyes!
$1.50
Value

of
I.

with T-25
Extra Effective

410
is
is
is

$1.49 Value

991z
sins rare rims

EN 111
13.E1.-.
Open 9-9 Monday thru Saturday
14 Sundays
swim.* miens =OM IMO=
NSW MOINE miss. No.0=
11••••• 4•1••=1,
=•i• 67••= =••••=
GM.

••••

Ill
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HI

FINE FOODS FOR FINE FOLKS10111/Sitri

III

v-Ritee III

iii

n!!

III

OPEN TIE 9 P M

III
III

SWIFTS

III

PREMIUM PROTEIN

III

RIB

!a!
HI

hi
hi
III

FIELDS CHESTNUT

SMOKED

BACON

STEAK ,.$1.09

69C

III

ill
.
114

Poureli

iii

PICNICS
49C
LB.

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

'I
FIELDS

III

FIELDS

Iii

BOSTON
BUTTS
59C

WIENERS

ni
SAUSAGE

S.

III

hi

mders"
HI

Fl

!'!

$1.09

HI

RE AT NORTHERN SUNSHINE KRISPY

2L8.

ETS

_

sinus

!
!
I
III

rup
_ 88*
ue

!I!
III
111
'
fl!

2 LB.

III

29

Q;55

n Gay
ig Rub.

FREE

111111111Eamk_

One Dove Beauty Bar
Complexion Size when you buy
One Complexion Size Bar at

p011e

Limit I coupon
per bar
, purchased
Radeemable
only at
Expires Oct

*

20c

10 OZ.

GREEN PEAS

V444 THIS COUPON
Johnsor 13Grocery

21st

ut Coupon 2 Bar., 3

2/29

Ill

FROSTY ACRES SPECKELED

III

krexa

-

!I!

BUTTER BEANS
FROSTY ACRES

you.

!I!

ORANGE MICE

III

FROSTY ACRES

III

WHIP TOPPMG

!II

We

HI

HI
this

III

'Is
III

ind.
also

10 OZ. 12 OZ.

III

MUSSEL MANS

303 CAN

300 CAN

DISHWASHING LIQUID

HUNT

BLACIEYE
PEAS
3/29

20 OZ. BAG

10 oz.

35C
2/390
39t
290

BUSH CUT
BUSH

!I!
ill

!!
I
Us
HI

III
III
III
••

",

2

• :II

III
!I!
III
III

ou

Doz.
EACH

100
HE AD

39

LB.
150
AMERICAN BEAUTY

KRAFT RUSSIAN

3 LB.

HORMEL

GT.

300 CAN

QUICK QUAKER

FACIAL TISSUE

It

80Z.

DETERGENT

KR AFT

HUNTS

with Beans

303 CAN

300 CAN

HUNT

TRAIL BLAZER

SMALL

MAXWELL HOUSE

200 2 Ply

2 CAN -

TOILET TISSUE

ALABAMA GIRL

GT.

HY.POWER

SWEET

!I!

190
49C
390
39

46-0Z.

F1

••

- is 5.spi

4 LB. BAG

303 CAN

KITCHEN KRAFT
PURPLE HULL

I SOL
PS

2.99
C's

10 LB. BAG

LB.

CAN

III

and
rve.

FARM FRESH PRODUCE

GREEN BEANS
TOMA
TO
JUICE
PEAR
2/350 PINTO
JOY
29
BEANS
HALVES
DRESSING
SHORTENING 1300
45
33t
590 3/29t
25C
FRUI
T
CHILI
OATS
PEAS
PUFFS AJAX OIL
29c
COCK
TAIL
2/21( 290
34
29
PEACHES DOGFOOD COFFEE CHARMIN PICKLES PING TAMALES BEANS
29
69
229
39e
39 46 CL. 29
39C 2/39
RICHTEX

III

DUNCAN HINES

300 CANS

TOKAY GRAPES
RED POTATOES
APPLES
ORANGES
GRAPEFRUIT
CAULIFLOWER
SQUASH YELLOW

SHOWBOAT

FROSTY ACRES

MIXED VEGETABLES

21

PORK & BEANS
CAKE
3/2R
MIXES
APPLESAUCE
19C 3%

FROZEN FOODS

FROSTY ACRES
III

VALUABLE COUPON

KRAFT

ill

59C

FRYERS

SHOWBOAT

CRACKERS.
ILB. 330
MAYONNAISE

BEANS

ue

LB.

WHOLE

C AN

25 LB.

I LB.

4 ROLL

PT

OT. 550

BUSH GREEN &
WHITE
LIMA

303

2 CAN

CAN

-4

4, .14

t-10444•44.44

ontrerrwa- rotca..
***Ell*Shia~a/PMEW**-
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Computers outdated

;What Are "Up And Down
Drugs?" What Do They Do?

Proposing Repeal
Of Convention Call

Amphetamines and barbiturat- es usually , are physically addicps are the "up and down" drugs, ting. Some experts consider baritsually taken in pill form.
biturate addiction more difficult
t They are said to "pick you to cure than dependency upon a
ip when you're down and bring narcotic like heroin or cocaine.
• u down when you're up:
" For
Are these drugs dangerous to
ost people, amphetamines do use?
ye exhilarating effects, while
They have definite medical and
parbiturates bring calming.
health values if properly used
They are powerful drugs, too under a physician's direction.
powerful to play around with.
None is properly available
Yet too many people are doing without a physician's prescriptso. No one knows how many, ion. This is for the very good
but the best estimates are that reason that their misuse or abuse
about 200,000 - and perhaps can be dangerous.
as many as 400,000 - persons
Barbiturates are a leading cauregularly abuse these and other se of accidental poison deaths.
eon-narcotic drugs.
Sleeping pills distort how people
The case of Mary Jones illus- see things; they slow dawn retrates the matter. It's a hypoth- actions and responses. They are
etical case, not a real name, an important cause of automobile
but it is true.
accidents.
• Mary takes amphetamines to
Amphetamines misused can
get going and barbiturates to lead to accidental deaths and
pia her to sleep. She does this to accidents because they can
clay in and out. She takes the distort perception, judgment,and
"„up and down" pills without the even cause severe mental desupervision of her family doc- rangement.
tor.
For a free leaflet on "The Up
Mary is - or is on the way and Down Drugs," write to Box
to being - a slave of these dru- 1080, NIMH, Washington, D. C.
gs, addicted to them, a "junky" 20013.
as the slang goes. What is worse,
she doesn't know it. She doesn't
know facts she needs to know,
* * *
like these:
The "up drugs," pep pills Mexico-Cuba air traffic
NEW YORK — Current heavyweight boxing
champ Joe Frazier stands in front of an unhinged door
also called "beanies" and "speMEXICO CITY (UPI)- More
to his dressing room at the Manhattan discotheque
ed," are a group of drugs known
Cheeta where he is appearing in a singing act. Exa;s amphetamines. They form than 2 million persons have
champ Cassius Clay made a brief—but exciting—
one-half of what is perhaps the traveled the air corridor between
visit to the room and the two men "discussed" a probiggest part of the drug abuse Mexico and Cuba since Fidel
Castro took power on the island,
posed bout. When Clay left, the door was dangling
problem in the U. S. today.
in this condition.
The other half of the problem according to authorities at Mexiare the "down drugs" - seda- co City International Airport.
Each person coming from and
tives, sleeping pills, the large
gram provides professional adfamily of drugs made for medical going to Cuba is registered in
vice and consultant service to
files of the Federal Judicial
purposes to relax a person.
firms to whom such professional
What do the "down drugs" Police station at the airport.
advice is not readily available.
The number includes newsmen,
do?
Generally, firms that fall under
They produce a relaxing effect diplomats and tourists, and perthe Small Business Administrafor most people; in normal, med- sons who left Cuba permanently_.
tion definition of Small Business
ically supervised doses, they to reside in other countries.
are considered eligible.
* * *
mildly depress the action of the
During the last two decades,
serves, skeletal muscles, and
United States' businessmen have
Wart muscle. Inabnormal doses,
turned for help in increasing
the effects resemble alcoholic
The University of Kentucky numbers to management consulIrish dance Scottish
drunkenness.
through the Office of DevelopHOLLYWOOD
(UPI) - meat Services and Business Re- tants often called "business docAre these drugs addicting?
The amphetamines or "up dru- A group of young Irish men search is now offering to the tors". Businessmen who use
gs" produce "psychological" de- and women were taught special Western Kentucky area a busin- such service give several reaspendence - a practice that can dance reels for a scene in which ess extension service for small ons why. Generally, these refine
into the basic points of bringing
become a habit for mental or they play Scottish natives i businesses. This
service is
MGM's "Country Dance" on I called the Technical Assistance in a professional outside point of
emotional reasons.
view, experience and ability to
The "down drugs". barbiturat- cation in
to Business program. The pro- secure specialized knowledge to
apply to the problems as required. The service then is essentially one of assisting managemenI
•
In identifying the true nature
of the problem then guiding them
toward a resolution.
The University management
specialist can call for assistance
from the University faculty or
the Murray State faculty as re
glared for special problems. k
Chevy goes heavy! New Titan 90.
compartments on the road.
some instances, a private consulAnybody can add a new truck to a lineup.
With a wraparound instrument panel that
tant firm may be retained.
Leave it to Chevy to add a truck and a half. puts everything just a glance or fingertip
Since this service is usuall
furnished at no cost to the firm,
Titan 90.
away.
only those that indicate a de.
No other Chevy tilt is so long on muscle.
Conventionals. Vans. Recreational ‘ehisire for and a willingness to prtSo right for turnpike stretches. With 9 diesels cies. Whatever you're thinking, your Chevfit by the service are served,
available. And one of the biggest sleeping rolet dealer's got it. And it's a Mover.
All information furnished or
gained by the management specialist is privileged information,
kept strictly confidential and not
released to anyone without the
knowledge and consent of the
firm's management.
Any small business may request this service or a more detailed briefing on this service
by writing the Office of Development Services, College of Business and Economics, University
of Kentucky or by contacting
his County Agricultural Extension Agent, the Purchase Area
Resource Development Agent, or
the director or representatives
of the Purchase Area Development District.
Mr. Otis H. Erwin who will
reside in Murray, Kentucky, is
the management specialist for
the Purchase area.

FRANKFORT (UPI): An
interim committee of the
General Assembly has voted
unanimously to call for legislation to repeal a resolution approving a constant
tional convention with regard to the Dirksen "oneman, one-vote" apportionment of bicameral legislatures.
State Sen. Henry Beach
ID., Louisville). chairman
of the Interim Committee
on Cities, directed the staff
of the Legislative Research
Commission to prepare a
bill which would revoke
the action taken by the
General Assembly during
its 1965 special session.

E

Joe and Dangled Door

Service For
Business Men
IiOffered

the late U. S. Sen. Everett
Dirksen (R., 111.i would "restrict or limit a state in determining how the membership should be apportioned."
At last count, 35 states
had approved Dirksen's proposal, one short of the necessary three-fourths needed
to convene a constitutional
convention.

YORK (UPI) NEW
Today's electronic data processing capabilities will soon be
surpassed by computers that eon
work in picoseconds - the time
it takes light to travel one hundredth of an inch, according to
the Business Equipment Manufacturers Association.

PLATTEKILL, N.Y. (l'Pl)1Yhen the Plattekill Fire Department siren sounded, about 70
volunteers responded and found
a man holding the &lam button.

•

ntne
Kv
FALL AND WINTER VACATIONS

5

4DNIGHTSAYS

$ 4
At a Modern
Resort Lodge
•
Planned Recreation
Programs & Special
Evening
Entertainment

STAPLE SUTURES This U.S.
Surgical Corp. stapling device enables a surgeon to
"sew" a wound up to 80 per
cent faster than the sutures
in use now. Fine stainless
steel staples, used as sutures,
come in sterile, pre-loaded
disposable cartridges ready
for operating room use. The
instrument was on display in
.. San Francisco.

4

Chevy goes lively! New '70 pickup.
Chevy goes anywhere! New Blazer.
The first thing a Chevy pickup has to
Call it Chevrolet's convertible-stationwagon-car-truck. Or Blazer for short.
:move is you. And we never forget it. -..
It sho%%. in the way our '70s look.
It's the runabout with the largest V8's,
In their smooth ride.
and widest track.
And all the different ways
CHEVROLET
Order it with removable
hardtop. Two- .or four-wheel
Z the come: Fleetsidc. Stepside
PiettIng yea first. lumps ••• first. drive for telling trails to get lost.
and Longhorn camper.

He cleaned up
NEW YORK (UPI)-A man
who left his native Czechoslovakia in 1922 and rose from a
penniless immigrant to the presidency of a $1() million laundry
and dry cleaning business, has his
own formula for success.
Isadore Herskowitz,67, president of American Service Corp.,
Miami, Fla., worked in a laundry
after his arrival in America until
1930, when he borrowed some
money and started his own dry
cleaning business in New York
City.
4
Despite the Depression, he
built up his cash-and-carry operation from a couple of hundred
dollars a week to sales five times
that figure. How did he do it?
"I was a businessman at 10
years of age in Czechoslovakia,
and my father was a successful
businessman, too," Herskowitz
explains.
*5*

America,
1is
The first
crowned in 1921, was Margaret
(;orman of Washington, D.C.

SI

AT THESE KENTUCKY STATE PARKS: • Cumberland Fells
it Corbin • General Butler at CarreMon • Jenny Wiley at Prestonsburg
• Keeticiry Dam Village at Gilbertsville • Lake Cumberland at JawsSrwn • Natural Bridp it Slade • Carter Caves at Olive Hill
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BankAmericard and any INTERBANK card honored
The $44 package rate per person Includes meals, entertainment and
lodging (double occupancy) in a luxurious room with two double bid%
from Sunday evening dinner through Thursday lunch every week KM
October 12, 1969 through March 26, 1970...(except Christmas V*
December 21-27).
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On the move:
New Chevrolet Movers for'70
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL
amendmont proposed by

YORK (UPI) NEW
The more motorists, the more
litter along roads, according toKeep America Beautiful, Inc.
The national litter fighting organization reports that Alaska
spends barely 335,000 a year
to clean..i'up its highways, but
California, with more cars than
any other state, has to spend
nearly $4 million.

Real emergency

"I was lookifig for a bar and
nobody would tell me where it
is, so I thought I'd get some fast
Mule Furst
help," the man explained.
Several of the volunteers dir(UPI)
HOLLYWOOD
court,
The musical album of the score ected him-to the local
Was fined $50 for
he
where
will
Chips"
"Goodbye,
Mr.
from
incident.
be released in advance of the falsely reporting an
movie.

THE MEASURE would be
introduced during the 1970
legislature, which convenes
in January.
Beach said he was concerned about the turmoil in
many governmental agencies at present, adding, "I
don't know that the constitution has stood in the way
of the progress of this
"Intry.'
cou
think right today
there is so much turmoil in
many government agencies
It would be almost a tragedy to get a ,group of people to revise the constitution." he added.

It's auto-matic
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Bates List Finders

Priced from $1.95 to $9.95, an ideal gift
selection
for every taste and budget.

SAMSONITE ATTACHE CASE
S895
"Tallymaster"

machines
tone brown.

adding

electric model in

2-

$69
.
5
MARY S16.5

Check case is covered in a walnutgrained Kivar plastic-coated moisture-resistant material, and is constructed of binder's board. There
are 12 permanently-installed guides
for each month.

N-in.,
self-adhesive raised letter labels by
dialing the letters or numbers desired and squeezing the handle.
Can be used to label files, spices,
and so forth.

"Labelmaker" 1700 makes

$1.98
CHRISTMAS CARD ALBUM
ORDER YOUR PERSONALIZED
CHR ISTMAS CARDS TODAY.

The Parker Cartridge Pencil
Priced at $1.98, it's the first truly automatic pencil on the market
It's a cartridge full of lead. Up to a year's supply
5.
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SHOP HERE ANY DAY OF THE WEEK AND

N.Y. (UPI)—
Fire Departabout 70
ed and found
alarm button.

IONS

PLE JELLY —1z.Glass 29

UNKNOWN FISH—Researchers in Ottawa, Ont., are
studying this fish, believed
never before seen by man.
The prize catch was netted
2,000 feet deep in the Pacific by a Canadian Coast
Guard weather ship 1.000
miles off Victor, B.C. It
has two large blue eyes and
also what appear to be another pair. black, smaller
and just below the blue eyes.

that please your family's appetites...and your purse
LEAN MEATY BOSTON BUTT

PORK ROAST LSlJ

to

SOCIAL
SECURITY

ation
pecial
ent

Lean Tender
PORK

Lean Tender
Pork

Small Meaty
PORK SPARE

i

CUTLETS STEAK RIBS
LBEIC
L:14
L,59c1

Questions and
Answers

eand Fab
Prestonsburg
d at lames.

Wei amt.
S.

If You Can Match the Quality,
You Can't Beat thy Price!

I"' Conveniently Located to
Downtown Shopping
h.° Next to Branch Bank.
i•°' Lots of Free Parking

IN EVERY DEPARTMENT OF OUR VALUE-PACKED STORES

inment and
double beds,
week flora
Welk.

4.1.•04110.0II

AVE 111110N

for a bar and
me where it
get sortie fast
lained.
olunteers dirlocal court,
ned $50 for
an incident.
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Question: Are any changes going to be made in the amounts
Medicare patients have to pay
under hospital insurance?
Answer: Yes, there will be
some changes in the hospital
Insurance part of Medicare for
benefit periods that begin January 1, 1970, or later.
The Medicare law provides
that the various dollar amounts
for which the patient is responsible under hospital insurance
be reviewed annually. These dollar amounts include the inpatient
hospital deductible and the different per day amounts alter certain periods of care in hospitals
and extended care facilities. Und611.\fr
er the law, if the review shows
that hospital costs have changed
nificantly, these amounts are
Alt
iusted for the following year.
abANANAS
op The 1969 review has been corn,04
leted, and the following changes
have been announced. If you enter
BLUE BONNET
a hospital and start a new benefit period in 1970, Medicare hospital insurance pays the cost of
all covered services except as
NESTEA
shown below:
For the first 60 days in the
hospital — all but the first $52.
For the 61st through 90th day
Sugar & Lemon
In the hospital — all but $13 a day.
811‘44 WUITE
5 Pkg. in Bag
For lifetime reserve clays used
— all but $26 a day.
For the 21st through 100th day
303 can
in an extended care facility —
Green Giant
all but $6.50 a day.
5.5-oz.
Question: Are there any special provisions in the Medicare
°
11:r8 49
law which pertain to the payment of the costs of blood?
Answer: Yes. Both the hospital insurance and the medical
insurance
parts of Medicare
Hunt's Whole
cover costs of blood and packed
cantor
red blood cells.
If you are hospitalized, your
hospital insurance will pay for
the cost of all the blood you need
except the first 3 pints in each
benefit period.
4-1b. bag
Qt. Size
If you are enrolled for medical
Sweet
insurance, it will help pay for
the costs of all the blood you
3-1b. bag
liw
receive outside the hospital or
extended care facility except the
first 3 pints in each calendar
ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW
year. (Medical insurance pays
5-lb. beg
80 percent of blood costs after
Frosty
you have met the $50 annual
cans
for
deductible.)
6-ca. can
ON
10-lb. beg
These are separate
rules
which operate independently of
eaks
Fresh
each other. For example, if the
FOR I50
patient receives blood under both o
16 oz. pkg. 89°
Ci iiAfiONS
ed
Be
ll
bag
hospital and medical insurance,
V
Medicare cannot pay for the first
c
.
;t:
Frosty Acres
PARKER'S SUPER MKT.
3 pints of blood under either
program. Some people are able
$1.“ With This Coupon
- 10 oz p
to arrange for replacement of
these first 3 pints of blood— to
avoid having to pay for them.
are two ways this can be
LIMIT
14 oz
1 PER
First, the patient may arrFAMILY
ON
PURE VEGETABLE
ange for replacement by a MeFrosty
12-ow.
r relative , or he may be a
group
donor
of
a blood
ber
SIZE
10 oz pkg,
li
fil
r
that will replace these first 3
COFFEE
INSTANT
pints for him.
Secondly — and this is often
e
OFFER EXPIRES
overlooked—one of the patient's
—
21b bag
children (or son-in-laiv or dau4.10. impc
inowniim.0.mwo waspoimpo•enw o411W
IIMIW immi.0
0
r , 4=110.01.W 0
o.amip.04m.oimmenyeseoingooiN5100111111P 0401,"481
.
04mow04
ghter-In-law) may belong to a
'''m.w
blood replacement plan that includes the patient as a beneficiary. In this case, the patient
would be eligible for blood on the
basis of the child's membership.
In almost all blood donor plans,
Mood replacement credit can be
arranged anywhere in the United
States. Patients should check
with their children and childrenin-law about this so they'll have
the information hands if they ever PAR
KE
'need it.
MO o4110.04111W0IN.01E0041111100411111.041110.04Mo04E10.0400i.M11.o41Mb.o.0110.Q111.1W0'MEW"
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Armour's All-Meat

1 -lb. pkg.

Bryan Bros.
B
Sliced

12-oz. Pkg.

i

WIENERS4
1BACON
5901
FRESH
CUT UP CHICKEN PARTS

BREAST
LEGS & THIGHS
WINGS
NECKS & BACKS
LIVERS
GIZZARDS

diK

1

Margarine
2lbs.490

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
_ _ lb.
lb.

59*
49*
29*
10*
79*
39*

ICE TEA MIX

ksiiel4i CRACKERS 33

HOMINY

3 7,18 29'

GREEN PEAS17_0z 2
IVORY
LIQUID

_VW

JUICE

5;
2

BABY LIMAS

SAVE 25

&AFC

TOMATOES __ _10...an 2 39

59

39'
25'
59'
49'

APPLES
YiN ORed
ayAFEFRU1T
POTATOES
Ni
$
IRAES

Tr
e

394g

'CRAM PIES

aw WESSON OIL _ Large
wessot

bottle 79'

Garden Delight

PEAS

7 AI TO qP.M.
6 DAYS A WEEK

I

a

2 3g

F°R 49' I

3 F°. 79'
2 FoR 49°

33 g

s.
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Murray State
To Give Tests
In Languages
Murray State University Is
one of about 200 test centers
In the United States and Canada designated to administer
Graduate School Foreign Langnage Tests on five dates during
the 1969-70 academic year.

Po
YF
Sc
by
at
as
re
at

Constructed and administered by Educational Testing Service under policies set by the
Graduate Record Examinations
Board, the tests in French, German, Russian and Spanish provide a means by which graduate
schools may test foreign language reading proficiency as a
part of their advanced degree
requirement.

THE LEDGER
ELECTROCUTED
RIO VISTA, Ky. WI — The
death of Cbtiord Easley, 69,
found dead la his bath tub Monday, was attributed to accedental electrocution.
The Haden County coroner's
ofdee add Easley apparently
knodoed • small electric heater
from a Axil into the tub while
bathing.

&

TIMES
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WEDNESDAY — OCTOBER 15 1969

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Income Tax
Questions and
Answers

"The Village Singers" To
Perform In Gatlinburg

Q. — I've got an opportunity
to get a better job, but it will
mean moving to another city.
If my moving expenses aren't
paid by my company, can I
deduct them?
A. — if you move to take a
job with a new employer or
are transferred by your present employer, moving expenses
are dedeatible when certain
conditions are met. These conditions are the 20-mile distance
and 39-week employment reuirements.

Craftsmen's festival

cnry ,

SILVER DOLLAR
Nto.
(11PI)—The annual National Festival of Craftsmen will open here
(let. 4 and continue daily
through Oct. 19. The event
highlights the talents of more
than 100 hillfolk, engaging in
five dozen rare and historic
handcrafts. A co-founder of the
Festival is Ozark woodcarver
Peter Engler, whose life-size
ar store Indians are collectors
items.

wid
U.S
ing
earl
cide
Viet

cop
Nay
fad

Sb

'the first requires that your
new place of employment be at
lalst 20 miles further away
DEATH WAS DROPPED OFF A BRIDGE--A 71-pound nab of concrete dropped off a 105-feetfrom your old home than your
high bridge in Rock Creek Park, Washington, left this small car like this, and killed the
previous job was.
occupant, Fernando Pedro, 37, Fairfax, Va. Three juvenile-4, youngest 13, are under arrest.
if your old job was eight
miles from your old home, your
with littering, vandalism, dam- rock-throwing passtime.
new job would have to be at
each transcript request.
aging public and private proper243 miles from that resileast
To control the situation, KenInformation
about
exthe
Dates for the GSFLT during
ty, hindering transportation by tucky State Police have increased
dence to qualify.
:the current school year are Nov aminations, a registration form,
violence, manslaughter or negli- patrols in areas where incidenThe second requires that you
...;ember 1 and December 6, 1969, and a list of test centers are
full time in the new area
gent homicide.
work
contained
GSFLT
"Bullethe
in
ces have been reported.
:11X1 January 31, May 2 and July
This can mean a fine from $25 Frank Harscher, executive dirat least 39 weeks during the
.18, 1970. All candidates must tin of Information" for 196912-month period following your
to $300 or jury trial that may cost ector of the Office of Toll Fac'submit registration forms and 70
move.
guilty up to 21 years of his ilities with the Kentucky Departthe
Copies
bulletin
of
may
the
be
fees directly to Educational
Q. — If I itemize, can I delife.
ment of Highways, urges parTesting Service in Princeton, obtained from the Program Dirduct the cost of hunting and
This applies to the juvenile ents to inform their children of
ector, Graduate School Foreign
N. J.
licenses?
fishing
person
offender as well as the
the seriousness of throwing obScores will be reported by Language Tests, Educational
A. — No, these are not deIt's Saturday night. You're a over 18. Reports indicate child- jects at passing vehicles.
ETS directly to the candidate Testing Service, Princeton, N.J.,
ductible for Federal income tax
and to those institutions he de- 08540. Copies of the bulletin
16-year-old boy with father's car ren as young as eight years old
It is a felony, not a misdemeanpurposes.
THE VILLAGE SINGERS
signates. The test fee will be and application forms are also
and
a date you've been wanting are involved in this dangerous, or!
deadline
What's
Q.
the
—
for
the
available
Testing
at
Center,
The Village Singers, a two years.
$10 Transcripts of scores will
paying my maid's Social Se- for a long time, or you're a
be available for a period of Room 350, Educational Build- bluegrass quintet from Benton,
Judy Copeland provides the curity?
track driver with a load of gasoing,
Murray
State
University,
Kentucky,
will be featured in a female harmony on all the group
five years for a fee of $1 for
line.
the
Taxes
for
third
—
A.
Murray, Ky.
one -week engagement at the numbers and occasionally sings
Suddenly at an overpass your
Riverside Hotel in Gatlinburg. lead. Howard Copeland is the quarter covering July, August., car
is pelted with tomatoes and
and September are due October
Tennessee, on October 15-19.
organizer of the group, plays six rocks.
This 3-show -per-night run and 12-string guitar, sings lead, 31 and should be paid by filing
Your windshield breaks; the
a Form 942, Employer's Quartfollows closely after the release of and emcees their shows.
car veers out of control; it hits
Household
Return
Tax
for
erly
the Singer's lastest album, "Just
Scotty Henson on five string
the overpass supports. The whir
Us," a collection of their banjo is no newcomer to Employees.
Q. — I've been taking a tax of ambulance sirens seems very
greatest hits performed most bluegrass music. He has been
recently in weekly engagements featured as a studio background deduction for the cost of clear- distant but they're comilig. _for
this summer at the Kentucky musician and has recorded his ing out the draining ditches on you and your girlfriend.
my farm while my neighbor has
Later that night, a truck enDam Village State Park.
own best-selling single, been capitalizing his coats for
gulfed by flames blocks traffic
The members of the group, "Politician's Dog."
doing the same thing. Who's for miles. Tomatoes thrown by
Judy and Howard Copeland,
Ronald Hampton plays
kids blinded the driver for a few
Scotty Henson, Ronald upright bass and arranges both right?
A. — Soil and water conser- seconds in which he ran
Hampton, and Herbert vocally and instrumentally.
off the
Chapman, are all natives of Herbert Chapman plays lead vation costs such as these may road causing the truck to jack
western Kentucky. They have guitar and sings a number of lead either be deducted within lim- nife.
_
its or capitalized depending on
been performing as a group for solos.
True stories? Not entirely. In
how you decide to handle them the above
incidences and others
the first year. Once this decie like
them reported to toll collion is made, continue to handle
ectors on some of Kentucky's
these expenses that way or obturnpikes, the end mutilating,
tain the written permisaioe of
killing results of what some
IRS to change.
children
thought was fun were
Q. — When a person dies,
what happens if there had been avoided. But, this doesn't lessen
income tax withheld on his sal- the tragedy and the possibility
ary during the year?
that it can happen and happen to
A. — An income tax return
you!
must be filed for the deceased
By RICK DU BROW
Anyone caught throwing objectaxpayer if his gross income
ts at moving vehicles is commAt a district meeting held at
you
for
year
the
$600
wis
more
or
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-- As
'Murray State Universtiy, MonLs.
if the leuspayer was 65 itting a crime which is punishday, October 6, at the Applied may have heard, Mae West
able by a fine, imprisonment
going
appear
to
in
movie
the
over).
or
Science Building, the dairy faror both and a permanent crimThe
withheld
taxes
you
asked
mers were presented a program version of "Myra Breeloass,4about will be applied against inal record.
on what do you get for your ridge." She'll play an agent and whatever tax liability may
Depending on the consequenexTry to think of the Volkswc.Igen Fastback
money in the promotion of get star billing.
id for the decedent. Any ex- ces, a person may be charged
It is, of course, a striae of
dairy products.
sedan as just another fastback.
cess will be refunded. For more
According to Melvin Yates, a genius to get Miss West for a information send a post card The welcome mat
Forget the air-cooled, rear-mounted enFulton County Dairy Farmer movie at this time. Long a to your District Director and
gine.
MANILA
1'1)—Two cities
and Director of American Dairy favorite of the older generation, salt for a free copy of PublicaForget the oil it takes by the pint instead
Association of Kentucky, the she has endeared herself to tion 559, Federal Tax Guide for in the southern Philippines have
association's increased promot- youngsters and young adults as Survivors, Executors and Ad- proposed "Project Open Doors
of the quart.
1970" to promote tourism.
ion funds will bring about a well through the reuns of her ministrators.
Forget the 4-wheel independent torsion
Officials
more consumer awareness of imcomparable films on televiof
Iligan
and
bar suspension.
dairy products and the need for sion.
Cagayan do Oro, about :150
"Sextet,"
play
her
nothing
but
But most of all forget the 27 miles it
them. The additional program
miles south of Manila, said the.v
C uriously, and apparently
has been heard of that plan
is the result of the referendum because of video, many young,
averages to a gallon of regular gas.
would
offer tourists: free
passed by dairy farmers in Sep- persons somehow think of Miss recently.
accomodations, meals and launForget all the things that might make our
also
There
was
talk
of
a
tember, 1968, where they in- West and W. C. Fields as a
dry for as long as four days;
fastback seem like just another Volkswagen,
vest 4c a hundred pounds for team, which of course wasn't television special featuring her, free local transportation; free
and what's left?
fluid milk and 3c for manu- the case at all, and was hardly It seems there is always a plan beer and soft drinks, free recreor so along these lines. Some
factured milk shipped.
A few things that might make our fastback
ational facilities and even frec
likely. In his biography
of years ago when I interviewed
Mrs. Harm,- Barlow, Cave Fields, Robert Lewis
seem like anything but a Volkswagen.
Taylor her, there was an idea of fiestas for large groups.
City, reported on the Auxiliary wrote:
* * *
• Like wall-to-wall carpeting. 49-position
having her do a sort of adviceof the American Dairy AssociaDuel of Ad Libbers
fro, ,seats. Rear center armrest. Optional
to-the-lovelorn series on video. I
tion called the Ada's which is "'My
Little Chickadee,' with
still think it's a smashing idea
a group of "Dairy Wives on the Mae
automatic tronsmission.
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
West, finally resolved
that was ahead of its time.
Move". One of their main proAnd even a few things that make it seem
itself into a simple duel of ad
Was "Never Asked"
jects is promoting the use of
libbers. The screen play was
like anything but just another fostbo'ck.
At that interview, by the way,
real dairy products in restaurcredited to 'Mae West and
Like the electric clock, tinted rear window,
ants across the state.
I
if she could cook, reporter changed the subject to
Vir, C. Fields,' but they mostly andinquired
she
disc brakes in front, 2 trunks, electronic fuel
replied, "Honey, foreign affairs, whereupon she
The highlight of the meeting
made it up as they went along,
observed: "I always had a
was the selection of Miss Carnobody ever asked me."
injection.
There was a good deal of
weakness for foreign affairs."
olyn
Sue
news,
plain
is
lady
The
and
Toon
of
Route
Three,
And a price of $2429.111
professional
antagonism be.. simple, wheatever she does.
It is amazing how much Miss
Mayfield, as one of the ten finalists to compete in February tween the two authors."
Some seasons agc, for instance, West remains a part of this
Smart people know Miss
for the state title of Kentucky
CBS-TV canceled the video- time and place because
of
Dairy Princess. Miss Toon is a West's worth, Jim Aubrey, the taped "Person to Person" show television and
her rather
deposed
president
AuTi•OPPZEO
of
CBS-TV,
student at Murray State Uniobservations. For
when she gave a choice reply to universal
DEALER
Murray, Ky.
800 Chestnut
now working on production
versity.
reporter's questions about all example: "Virtue has its own
a
deals here, apparently hoped to
reward but has no sale at the
mirrors in her bedroom,
star her in a movie based on the
Also in that interview, the boxoffice."
I would like to offer this as my formal
e
announcement as the
Democratic candidate for the office of City
Prosecuting
ADVERTISED ON NBC-TV'S TODAY SHOW
Attorney.
AND IN 396 SUNDAY NEWSPAPERS!
For those of you who are not familiar with my
,
background,
err
I would like to state my qualifications for this office.
site
I am a graduate of the University of
Ore
Kentucky where I
received a B. A. degree in 1961, and a
law degree in 1963.
WITH EACH $1.00
Upon graduation and admission to the Kentucky
Bar, I was emPURCHASE OF REXALL BRAND
ployed by the state, first by the Legislative
Research Commission and then by the Kentucky Department
ITEMS ON THIS SALE!
of Revenue,
HURRY! *
Since last December I have been
practicing law here
Murray.

Overpass
Bombing
Is Felony

TO THE

People Of
City
Of Murray

Dairymen *elevision
Hold Meeting InReview
Here Monday

01,200

Forget for a second it's
a Volkswagen.

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
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I am married to the former Sandra Gibson
and we have two
children. My wife was formerly employed as a
staff nurse by
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital and is
presently employed
as an instructor in the School of Practical
Nursing at the
hospital.
If elected I promise to perform
the duties of my office to the
best of my ability and I would
appreciate and I earnestly
solicit your vote and support on
November 4.
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THURS.,OCT. 16TH
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BRITISH TROOPS BATTLE BELFAST PROTESTANTS British troops walk behind wrecked cars
of Belfast, Northern Ireland, following a clash with a riotProtestants trying to storm a catholic apartment building.
At least three persons were ,hot to death.
Cabb.photo
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ROY WHITESIDE
returning to his ship in a small
boat when the small vessel was
swamped by waves from a larger one.
Whiteside, 43, jumped from
the overturning boat and vanished in the water.
He had been on a brief liberty
trip to a nearby city.
Whiteside's wife, Mrs. Emma
L. Whiteside, 620 Tennessee St.,
a clerk-typist for the City of
Paducah, was notified of the accident by Chief David Bales of
the Navy recruiting office here
and Chaplain Loren Richter.
They said a telegram of confirmation would follow.
Whiteside disappeared Saturday.
He first entered the Navy in
1945, serving nine months during World War II. He came
home after the war but reenlisted in 1951. After two years, he
again returned to civilian life—
with duty In the Naval Reserve.
Whiteside reenlisted the last
time in 1958. He would have
eligible for retirement af30 years of service in As

Hospital Report

ADULTS 91
NURSERY 5*
OCTOBER 12, 1969
ADMISSIONS

iran
Wall Street
Chatter

*
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COUNTRY STYLE
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COBBLER
OIL
49(
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PORK
FRENCH FRIES38AGil
2
CUTLETS
79C
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Ernest Roberson, Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. Wanda Bailey and Baby
Boy, Rte. 1, merray; Norman
Bennett, Rte. 1, Almo; Coy Garrett, Box 16, Hazel; Mrs. Virgie
Furches, Rte. 7, Box 334, Murray; Mrs. Willadene Walker and
Baby Girl, Rte. 2, Murray; Buster Skinner, 120 Spruce, Murray;
Mrs. Eunice Grubbs, Rte. 5,
Murray; Hiram Tucker, Rte. 1,
Murray; Mrs. Rubie Cain, DexNEW
YORK (UPI)—"The ter.
stock market has a long and
DISMISSALS
unbroken history of turning
upward just as the economy
Mrs. Louise Alton, 505 So.
turns downward," according to
Wright Investors' Service. The 7th St., Murray; Mrs. Faye Bogfirm recommends progressive gess and Baby Boy, Rte. 1, Murcommitments of investment ray; Mrs. Bailie Jackson, Rte. 1,
reserves into top-quality stocks Kirksey; Mrs. Ruth Todd, 506
at or about the current price No. 1st St., Murray; Mrs.Shirley
level
with
the intention of Burkeen, 1398 Johnson, Murray;
reaching
a
fully
invested Master Kevin Wilson, P. 0. Box
position within a few weeks, or 91, Hazel; Gerald Richerson, Rte.
3, Murray; Miss Ethel Paschall,
even days.
501 So. 9th St., Murray; William
--Bache & Co. observes that Linn Garland, 319 So. 13th St.,
despite similarities these days Murray; Buford Brown, Box 491,
to the 1966 tight money period, Murray.
there are essential differences.
Inflationary
pressures were FIRE SWEEPS AREA
"not as severe thdn" and "the
Federal Reserve Beard was 'MANILA (UPI)-- Fire
broke
able to relax its hold in fairly out in a lumber yard and swept
short order following signs of the Chinatown area of
Cebu
an economic slowdown." Now, City 350 miles south of Manila
however, the firm observes, Sunday, killing 11 persons and
despite indications that re- driving 1,000 persons from their
straints are beginning to take homes, the Philippine News
effect, the price structure Service said today. U.S. Air
continues to hold at undesirably Force personnel from the base
lofty levels. Uncertainty as to in nearby Mactan helped fight
when the board will relax its the fire, which caused
restrictive stance is reflected in estimated $1.25 million in
the current market stalemate, damage.
the firm suggests.

Not only are there indications
the economy is beginning to
respond to fiscal and monetary
restraints, but there is also
some evidence many individual
stocks are now pretty well sold
Goodbody di Co. says.
issues have been rallying
in the face of unfavorable
ings reports, suggesting
prices had already overdiscounted adverse news, Goodbody adds. The firm advises
caution and suggests deferring
aggressive buying until stock
prices show "some staying
power on the upside."
--Aggressive commitment in
the market would be premature, Indicator Digest says. Not
more than one-third to one-half
of trading funds should be
committed now, it adds, with
the remainder to be invested
either on a sharp break and
climax, or when the Dow Jones
industrial average turns around
and sails up thtcugh the top of
its hvo-month-old trading range
at 840.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Hat die

Provisions
Of Gun Law
Are Defined
Louisville, Ky. — "The Gun
Control Act of 1968 was passed
by Congress to help Federal,
State and local law enforcement
officials in their fight against
crime and violence," Mr. James
D. Scanlan, IRS Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms Chief Special Investigator for Kentucky said today, adding that it was in no way
intended to hinder the activities
of hunters and sportsmen.
As an example, Mr. Scanlan
said hunters and sportsmen can
purchase ammunition in any state, and likewise can carry their
own firearms across a state
line as long as they are not
convicted felons, or under indictment for a felony; Naives
from justice; unlawful users of
drugs; or mental incompetents.
Further, Mr. Scanlan saidhunters, sportsmen, competitive
shooters, or anyone legally using
a gun in a state other than his
home state can acquire another
firearm if his rifle or shotgun
is lost, stolen, or become inoperative.
He said the law requires only
that the buyer in these circumstances make out an affidavit
for the dealer's records, and
provide the dealer with the title
of the chief law enforcement
officer in the locality where he
lives.

—

NEN1Until DAYS
VIER
A
Your
MidnIte
For
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RedemT.),tionStoreCenter Next
Door
Beef.
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To Limit.

Paducah Sailor Is
Missing In Vietnam
Roy Whiteside, a Paducahan
with 24 years of service in the
U.S. Navy, was reported "missing and presumed drowned"
early Sunday after a boating accident in the Chan Doc piver in
Vietnam.
Whiteside, assigned to a helicopter operation in which the
Navy provides shifting landing
facilities for combat craft, was

TIMES

&

STILLWELLS FROZEN
BL ACKBER19
CHERRY

PLANS TEAM SURVEY
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
Coast and Geodetic Survey
plans to send a nine-man team
to the Mississippi Gulf Coast to
deter,mine the extent or navigaby
hazards caused
tional
Hurricane Camille in August.

?4 OZ. JAR

PEACH

FROZEN

La

MOR TONS

FESTIVAL
GAL.
TWIN PACK

MEAT PIES
Bonless TIP
SIRLOIN
$1.09
Sirloin
STEAK
Fresh US.12oz.prime lb.
BEEF LIVER

CHICKEN
BEEF
TURKEY

DIXIE BELLE
I LB. BOX

Standard
OYSTERS

BREAST
LEGS
THIGHS
BACKS & NECKS

89

jar

$1.1

cc

OF
FE
E
DELTA
AUK

3

59c
59c59c LB.LB.
59c10c LB.LB.
GIZZARDS 39c
FOR

CUT UP CHICKENS

lb. 39c

ROASrlb.

PERFECT COIN
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. (UPI)
— A 175-year-old silver dollar in
mint condition sold for $16,500
over the weekend at a stamp
and coin show in the Westchester County Center. There were
only 1,700 silver dollars coined
in 1794, and this was one of
only 10 coins extant in perfect
condition, according to Edward
Cedciolcini, manager of the
show. He reported the coin was
sold Saturday night by an
anonymous collector in Scarsdale, N.Y., to the Madison Coin
Box, a shop in Madison, N.J.

WESSON

LB.IFRESH
FRESH
LIVERS 79c

FOLGERS OR MAXWELL HOUSE

WITH COUPON

L&

39c

15t
4
29
TISSUE
SALMON
CABBAGE
It
snroon 21.ANs019t
39
OZ
12
490
Oran
e
Juice
A
PIES
II
GALA
89
A
L
6
5
2
FOOD
DOG
Paper
TowelsRL.GL
.L3
1
C
Le14
GRAPES
:s1.
COFFEE
bo COUPON AND $5.00
MAXWELL FOLGERS
HoUSE OR 39c WITH THIS COUPON 50
EXC.
TOBB.
CIGGS.
CANY.
0
21st
OCT.
AFTER
VOID
VOID AFTERTOBB.OCT.EXC.21st
VOID AF EN OCT 21st
ROLLS

NEW

TALL CAN

POUND

HEINZ

FROZEN

ADAMS

CAN

RED

4 LB. BAG

TRAIL BLAZER

I LB

CAN
WITH THIS COUPON AND S5.0U
OR MORE PURCHASE
cir,r,s. &
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50 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS
ANU THE
PURCHASE OF 3 PKGS. OF
HALLOWEEN

TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 50
WITH THIS
OR MORE PURCHASE._
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Conservation
Of Wildlife
Is Important
By Clair Eversmeyer
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MURRAY STATE K-MATE — Cindy Kosnen of Murray, a junior nursing maior at Murray State University, has
been selected by the campus Circle-K Club as the October
K-Matis. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Kamen
of 1624 Sunset Blvd.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
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Expansion Money For The
Small Business Needed

al
ei
a;
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What does a wildlife conservation mean? To most people
it means a group of signs saying, "No Hunting", implying that
all the wildlife would be killed
and become extinct. However,
to people who know, it means
controlled hunting to let people
take the excess animals or birds
that would die of starvation anyway as well as providing foodand
water for the animals and birds
to supplement the natural supply.
A city dweller doesn't have a
chance to praotice much conservation on a large scale unless he is connected with a civic
group which is interested in it.
Those who are not able to belong
to such groups can practice conservation on a small scale by
setting out bird feeders, baths,
and houses both winter and summer to encourage birds to come
and stay in their locality. This is
rue for both game and song birds.
A person living on a farm
can help in conserving wild life
by giving them cover, food, water and space. Good cover is provided by a brush pile, thorny
shrubbery in fence rows, or field
of tall grass. Food can be grains
which are left in the field from
the picker, or seeds of plants
in a field or the many insects
which abound in the grass.
Water can be provided by a
spring, pond, stream or special
waterers put in the right places
by the land owner. Space is provided by the field and woodlots
of a farm. These four things
must be present for wildlife to
survive. If one is missing there
will be fewer animals or birds
to survive the winters.
Conservation is everybody's
job if there is to be abundant
wildlife for future generations
to enjoy.

"You have to run faster just have not affected the big, corto stay where you are" is a tru- porate borrower as they were
ism for today's small business- intended to do, but they have
man, who generally must finance placed a terrific burden on smaexpansion of some kindto remain ll businesses like our's which
competitive and insure profit has to pay usurious rates for
levels.
floor-plan financing of inventorIf not busting through a wall ies."
to add floor space, he probably
He said the plowback bill wouhas to add a new line of mer- ld enable him to invest $100,000
chandise, or. more inventory, or in expansion.
give more credit. With inflation
Under the proposed bill, an
and higher taxes adding to over- income tax deduction of 20 perhead, he probably needs higher cent of "taxable income" would
sales volume to make the same be allowed if this were fully
net income. That often requires invested in expansion. Actual tax
expansion.
savings would depend upon one's
But more and more small and tax bracket. Thus, a small firm,
medium- sized businesses are operating as a corporation, with
finding it tough to finance any $20,000t. net income, fully intype of expansion, especially with vested during the year, would
interest rates so high. Yet big have a $4,000 deduction and recorporations continue to grow alize a tax saving of$968,or less
So fast that the AdminiStratior than 5 perCent of the investment.
wants to repeal the 7 percent It would be about the same for a
By MERRIMAN SMITH
investment tax credit which wou- two-man partnership.
UPI White House Reporter
ld also hurt the small, indepenBesides the $30,000 limitatdent businessman.
Critics say President Nixon is
ion
on the deduction, no tax
What should be done for the
beginning to suffer from what
small businessman, who is tak- savings would be realized on in- was called at this time last
ing the brunt of current econom- vestments exceeding taxable in- year a credibility gap.
come.
ic distress?
The situation, however, is
•
Remedial legislation known as
slightly
different from that
Although typical tax reductions
the "plowback allowance" which
the
Johnson
would be a small fraction of the prevailing in
would provide more after tax
investment, the Federationbelie- administration. Nixon's difficulearnings for expansion - prives they would be effective in ty has more to do with speed of
marily benefttting small businecountering higher interest rat- action than intent; more to do
ss because of its limitations es, the tax-and-inflation squeeze with external events overshahas been winning increasing suand anticipated repeal of the dowing internal policy than a
pport from the nation's indepPresident highly overstating a
investment credit.
endent proprietors, according to
The need for this kind of re- situation one day, then having
the National Federation of Indeplief was expressed by an Ohio to make an embarrassing Uendent Business.
accountant: "Unless the small turn a few days later.
The Federation's latest poll
Why did President Lyndon B.
businessman
starts
getting
shows 77 percent of the indepsome relief instead of added Johnson have to make these Uendents favor passage of a plowburdens, he does not have a turns from time to time? Often
back bill by Representative Tom
began
with
inaccurate
chance of survival. I deal with it
Steed of Oklahoma, six percent
such
as the
small businesses and they are information
more than supported the same
hurting. When our economy no Vietnam casualty rate and
type of bill late last year. Now,
longer has a place for the small Communist involvement in the
20 percent are opposed and 3
businessman we are in trouble." Dominican Republic uprising.
percent are undecided.
On
the
other
hand, a
Independent owners in Kensubordinate might have given
tucky concur, with 75 percent
Johnson a truly factual report,
in favor of the bill, 22 percent Economic Muscle
which the President would
opposed and 3 percent with no
interpret the information far
ROME (UPI) - Italian soccer more
opinion.
optimistically- or pessiIn essence, the bill would per- fans spent a record $40 million mistically- than circumstance:
mit a business to plow back on the sport last year, and top justified. But then the subordininto the business 20 percent of athletes earn up to 10 time more ate would lack either the nerve
a year's profits, before Federal than the salary paid to the coun- or inclination to correct his
try's ' President,
taxes, up to $30,000.
Giuseppe boss quickly and plainly.
The plowback allowance could Saragat.
Nixon administration difficulbe taken on new investments in
ties with wide public accepdepreciable assets (buildings, The real thin
tance of what is said by
equipment, machinery, furnishgovernment seem to be concenBULL
MOLLOY*,
Okla.
ings, etc) as well as inventory (1 PI)-Any
in
two
areas- the
tourist who wants it trated
and accounts receivable. Expan- be sure
he is getting genuine Vietnam war and inflation.
sions of inventory or credit on
In the 1968 campaign, for
American Indian souvenirs might
the books often require the bus- try
example, Nixon never actually
Bull 110110w.
iness to borrow money, as inA group of 30 Cherokee In- promised to end the war
dicated by an automobile dealdian families are setting up the quickly if elected. He expressed
er's complaint to the Federation
Bull Hollow Cherokee Arts and a hope for early peace and
"Federal Reserve policies
promised to make it the top
Crafts Association.
priority item on the agenda of a
new administration.
He has discovered to his
dismay, however, that the
public by and large makes little
or no distinction between an
express hope and a signed-inblood promise. To millions %al
Americans, particularly the
draft-eligible ones, Nixon in
1968 promised to end the war
and he has not delivered.
As
for
inflation,
Nixon
thundered against it during his
1968 talks to
voters. He
proniised to do something about
it immediately after entering
the White House. As most
economists accept, however,
even the toughest sort of antiinflation steps on the federal
level do riot reflect themselves
TRAVEL WARNINGS POSTED Drifts reached seven feet in
to the average family until
some areas around Denver. Colo., as a major snowstorm tinmany months after they are
loaded 16 inches of snow. and travel warnings were posted.
instituted.
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BEST SELLERS
(UPI)
essurews.

WIN587)

:Fiction
AIRPORT--Arthur Halley
THE EIALZBUFtO CONNECTION- Helen MacInnes
TNISTIMIONY OP TWO MEN—
Taylor Caldwell
PRESERVE AND PROTECT Allen Drury
COUPLES—John Vpdlke
THE SENATOR—Drew Pearson
TRUE GRIT—Charles Portls
THE FIRST CIRCLE—
Aleksaildr Solsheriltsyn
RED SKY AT MORNING—
Richard Bradford
HEAVEN HELP US,—Herbert Tart
Nonfiction
THE MONEY OAME--Adam Smith
THE RICH AND THE SUPER-RICH—
Ferdinand Lundberg
THE AMERICAN CHALLENGE
—J J Semen -Schreiber
IBERIA -James A Miehener
RETWEEN PARENT AND CHILD—
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Rare buffalo
SNYDER, Tex. (UPI) - A
monument to a rare white buffalo is the most photographed
item in Snyder. The monument,
mounted on a pedestal at the
County
Scurry
Courthouse,
notes that only seven white buffalo have been reported in U.S.
history.

AG

Halm C Olnott
ELECTRIC
PCOOL-ATD
ACID
THE
TEST—Thomas Wolfe
BLACK RAOE —William H Grier and
Price M Cobb
THE RIGHT PEOPLE—
Stephen Birmingham
THE EISSENCE OF SECURITY -Robert S McNamara
THE CASE AGAINST CONGRESS—
Drew Pearson and Jack Anders(

1968
local
Trail
after
LAS VEGAS LOSER —Carl A. Benson, 71, lies dead in a Las Vegas. Nev., street, shot in the
throat while making a sales delivery during racial strife. Police say it was robbery try.
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Fryers
3 Lbs. 4 Down

Spare Ribs

"SUPER RIGHT" 1EEF

Super Right Skinless

RIB ROAST

Weiners

511

Reef

69c
- 69c
Lb

3 Lb. Pkg. Of Moe..

BY THE PIECE
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390
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pkg.
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Norwegian fire damage
OSLO (FPI)-Fire destroyed
property worth 200 million kroner ($30 million) in Norway in
1968.

Moth control

Vaccine For
Rh Disease
Not Used

COLLEGE STATION, Tex.
(UPI)-The federal government Although a vaccine to preand Texas A & M University vent Rh disease, a major cause
ttbl..ay defies 'quakes
WORRIED about money for THREE ACRES ground, seven PUBLIC SALE, Saturday, OcAgricultural Experiment Station of birth defects, was licensed
NIFAICO
CITY (UFO-MexiChristmas or staecial occasions? room house, all kinds outbuild- tober 18, 1969, 1:00 p. in., rain
are
spending more than S42;000 Mt the United States nearly 18
Work at your own convenience. ings, plenty of good water. or shine. 2% miles west of co ity's new subway is earthshould to try to learn how to control months ago, one-fourth of the
Six Hours per week. Phone Close to black-top. Pond full of Mayfield city limits, one mile quake-resistant
and
the sunflower moth. The moth women who need it are not re753-3056.
0-15-C fish. Sell at a good price. Phone north of Highway 80. First remain undamaged by even very damages sunflower seed-a
LAFAYEITE HB 400 CB, 23
cash ceiving it, according to a sur753-4837.
0-20-P house on the left. Watch for strong earth tremors, according
crop
has
promising
potential
in vey made by The National Founchannel base or mobile radio
BY OWNER: Three-bedroom sale signs on 80. Farm equip- to Agustin Perez, technical direc- the Southwest if the moth can dation-March of Dimes.
and super magnum antenna, 40
Deere com- tor .if the line.
45
John
ment
-one
An intensive campaign to
house, near town, hospital and
be controlled.
ft. steel antenna pole, 100 ft.
bean headpromote op=1 use of the vachigh school. Fenced in back bine with corn and
coaxial cable and mobile magcondition. One
cine has
inaugurated ayard, carpeted, buileins. Phone er, in perfect
num trunk mount antenna.
1968 2-tan heavy duly ChevroAnswer to Yesterday's Puzzle
mong chapters of the voluntary
753-5330.
Phone Al Kipp 753-8002.
0-16-C let truck with hoist and factory
health organization, Dr. Virgin0-15-NC
grain bed, less than 3000 miles.
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Co., 502 Maple Street, Murray,
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thanks to all our friends 753-4978; W. Paul Dailey, Jr.,
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shade trees. Restful living in a
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quiet atmosphere and nearness
one with jacket, OW vrithout
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robbery try.
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WANTED

The Celotex
Corporation

T.. OCT 18

istence and importance of
preventive for serious birth defects caused by Rh incompatibility."
The National Foundation stoves; also indicates that not all
hospital staffs are fully aware
of specific indications or of detailed laboratory procedures required for the use of the relatively new vaccine.
"Since the prevention of
birth defects is the primary ohjectiee of The National Foundation-March of Dimes, we
are actively promoting optimal
use of the Rh vaccine," Dr. Apgar said. "Within its means,
each chapter, in consultation
with local public health departments and medical societies,
will help develop programs to
meet local needs."
Projects include distribution
of public education materials
on Rh incompatibility through
marriage license bureaus and
other points of contact with
prospective parents, and sponsorship of professional education on Rh disease prevention
for obstetricians, general practitioners, public health nurses
and hospital staffs.
March of Dimes chapters, in
cooperation with local medical
societies, will urge amendment
of local health codes to require
premarital blood typing and development of procedures for
routinely advising Rh "incompatibles" of the availability of
the Rh vaccine.
Where funds are available,
March of Dimes chapter grants
will be made to supplement
public funds or to defray in part
the cost of the vaccine for mothers for whom no other funds
are provided.
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VOGUE TIRES; custom
tRwhite well. G-78-14"-fits
8-25-14", 6 ply tread (4-ply
Polyester cord, 2-ply Fiberglass
belt), 4-ply sidewalls (Polyester)
reinforced glass belt Guaranteed 50,000 miles, also all road
hazards. Call 753.2567 after 8
m. or contact Johnnie B. at
114 N. 14th Street, Murray.
0-17-P

GET
ATTENTION

I'mI., U S .or ON -00,"10.1 , .4
Sy..1.••• in

0 r•••

3-BEDROOM brick, central heat
and air, carpeted, built-in appliances, in city school district,
transfezable loan. Call 753-4516.
H-1TC

READY TO BUY A COLOR TV?
The three things to look for in buying a Color TV:
1. SERVICE Bob Randolph.
2. PERFORMANCE - Only total automatic color on
the market.
3. NAME BRAND' Magnavox.
WE HAVE ALL THREE!
COME BY AND LET US SHOW YOU
WHAT WE HAVE

LEACH'S MUSIC & T.V.
Dixieland Center
Chestnut Street
Phone 753-7575
Itch
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Mrs. Glisson
Is Dead At 77
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